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A Matematikus Doktori Szakbizottság útmutatása szerint alább dióhéjban ismer-
tetem a legfontosabbnak gondolt dolgozataimat. Mivel ezek közül egy tematikusan
nem illik a disszertcáiómba, és az abban szereplő eredményeknél sokkal korábban
született, ezért még egy dolgozatot csatoltam a listához, amely most nyomdában
van, de szerintem érdeklődést fog kelteni.

P.L. Erdős - P. Frankl - G.O.H. Katona: Extremal hypergraphs problems
and convex hulls, Combinatorica 5 (1985), 11–26.

Az extremális halmazrendszerek elméletében a tipikus kérdés a következő alakú:
adott egy véges alaphalmaz részhalmazainak rendszere (általában valamilyen kom-
binatorikus feltétellel definiálva), ahol maximalizálni ḱıvánjuk a rendszer elemszá-
mát, vagy a részhalmazok elemszámának összegét, esetleg - általánosabban - a
részhalmazok elemszámától függő valamely súlyfüggvény összegét. Egyszóval a
részhalmazok elemszámától függő lineáris optimalizálást szertnénk végrehajtani. A
szokásos módszerek mellett minden egyes optimalizálást önállóan kell megoldani.

Az idézett cikkben (illetve iker-cikkében) megkezdtük halmazrendszerek konvex
burkának vizsgálatát: valamely n-halmaz egy részhalmaz rendszerének a profilja egy
n+1-hosszú vektor: az i-ik koordináta az i-elemű részhalmazok számát adja meg, és
az n + 1 dimenziós euklideszi tér egy (pozit́ıv oktáns beli) pontjának tekinthető. A
szóba jöhető összes halmazrendszer profiljai egy ponthalmazt alkotnak ugyanebben
a térben. Ezután bármely, a részhalmazok elemszámában lineáris maximalizálási
feladatot elegendő a kapott ponthalmaz csúcspontjain megoldani.

Az elárás előnye legalább kettős: ha egyszer sikerült a csúcspontokat léırni,
akkor bármely, újonnan felmerülő maximalizálást is elegendő rajtuk megoldani.
(Erre sok későbbi alkalmazás mutatott példát.) A másik nyilvánvaló előny - ev-
vel összefüggésben - a figyelembe veendő csúcsok száma: mı́g elvben általában
exponenciálisan sok részhalmazrendszer közül kell az optimálisat kiválasztani, a
szóbajöhető csúcsok száma az esetek többségében csak polinomiális, továbbá még
exponenciális méretű csúcshalmazzal rendelkező feladatok esetén is a csúcsokhoz
tartozó rendszerek szerkezete egyszerű.

A hivatkozott cikkben ennek az eljárásnak elméleti alapjait fektettük le, beve-
zettük a szükséges defińıciókat és módszereket adtunk a csúcsok meghatározásának
egyszerűśıtésére.

A dolgozat egy új területet ind́ıtott az elméleten belül. Az elmélet de facto
alapkönyve (Engel: Sperner Theory, Encyclopedia of Mathematics and Its Appli-
cations, Vol. 65 Cambridge University Press, 1997.) önálló fejezetetben tárgyalja.

P.L. Erdős - L. A. Székely: On weighted multiway cuts in trees, Mathe-
matical Programming 65 (1994), 93–105.

A multiway cut (MC) probléma, az él-Menger tétel kettőnél több sźınre történő
esetleges általánośıtása, fontos helyet tölt be a kombinatorikus optimalizálásban.
A feladat polinom időben megoldható śıkgráfokon, korlátos számú terminálpont
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esetén, egyébként NP-teljes feladat. (E. Dahlhaus - D.S. Johnson - C.H. Papadimi-
triou - P.D. Seymour - M. Yannakakis: The complexity of multiterminal cuts, SIAM
J. Computing 23 (1994), 864–894.) Fenti cikkben (és előzményeiben) bevezettük az
MC probléma egy általánośıtását (néhényan sźınezett MC (szMC) problémának ne-
vezik), amely természetes módon adódott egy bioinformatikai (evolúciós fák elméle-
te) problémából. Itt terminálpontok egy N halmaza adott, továbbá ennek egy k-
sźınnel történő γ : N → [k] sźınezése. Egy szMC élek egy olyan halmaza, amely
bármely két, eltérő sźınű terminálpontot szeparál. Cél: a lehető legkisebb élszámú
(súlyú) szMC megtalálása. Mint Dahlhaus és társai kimutatták az szMC (amit hosz-
szabban elemeztek a cikkükben) bonyolultabb, mint az eredeti MC, már śıkgráfokon
és azonosan 1 élsúllyal is NP-teljes.

Cikkünkben megmutattuk, hogy a probléma polinomiális megoldható ”fa szerű”
objektumokon, és sikerült egy újt́ıpusú minimax tételt is bebizonýıtanunk, ame-
lyet aztán (másoknak) sikerült is az eredeti bioinformatikai problémára alkalmazni.
A cikk alkalmazásokat nyert továbbá a robot vision elméletben, klasszifikációs
problémákban illetve szétosztott számı́tógéphálózatok esetén a kommunikációs költ-
ség minimalizálásában.

L.A. Székely - M.A. Steel - P.L. Erdős: Fourier calculus on evolutionary
trees, Advances in Appl. Math 14 (1993), 200–216.

Az 1990-es évek elején áttörést jelentett az evolúciós fák elméletében a Mike
Hendy által bevezetett Hadamard konjugáltak módszere. A biológusok gyakran
képzelik el az evolúció történetét, mint egy ismeretlen (gyakran györkeres) bináris
fa mentén fejlődő két állapotú Markov modell. Ilyenkor az élek mentén jelent-
kező eloszlások illetve az észlelt levél-sźınezés eloszlások között egy Hadamard kon-
jugált kapcsolat van: bármelyikből kiszámı́tható a másik. A módszer nagy számı́tás
igényű, de megb́ızható.

Az új-zélandi iskola képviselőivel együttműködve kiterjesztettük a módszert négy
állapotú (korábbi cikkek), illetve tetszőleges Abel csoport értékű (az idézett cikk)
Markov modellekre is. Ilyenkor a jelzett eloszlások között Fourier inverz párkapcso-
latok vannak. A léırt eljárásoknak egyfelől gyakorlati alkalmazásai vannak. Ezt jól
illusztrálja, hogy a módszerből másfél éven belül tankönyv anyag lett. Másfelől már
több elméleti következmény is kiderült: a módszer szoros kapcsolatot mutat a fizikai
mezőelméletekben alkalmazott módszerekkel (P.D. Jarvis - J.D. Bashford), illetve
modern algebrai geometriai eredmények is kapcsolódnak hozzá (trópikus geometriák
illetve torikus ideálok - (E.S. Allman - J.A. Rhodes; L. Pachter - B. Sturmfels, stb).

P.L. Erdős - M.A. Steel - L.A. Székely - T.J. Warnow: A few logs suffice
to build (almost) all trees (I), Random Structures and Algorithms 14 (1999),
153–184.

Az evolúciós fák rekonstrukciójának egyik nagy osztálya az un. supertree módsze-
rek: a ćımkézett leveleket tartalmazó keresett bináris fát topológikus részfái átlapo-
ló rendszeréből ḱıvánjuk helyreálĺıtani. Ha a részfák ellentmondók, akkor ezt az
ellentmondást valamilyen módon kezelni kell. Akkor is baj van, ha nem áll rendel-
kezésre elegendő részfa.

A supertree módszerek talán legtöbbet alkalmazott eljárása, amikor négy leve-
let tartalmazó részfákból, un. quartet-tekből végezzük a rekonstrukciót. Közked-
veltségét legfőbbképpen annak köszönheti, hogy a négy levelet tartalmazó részfák
helyreálĺıtása egyszerűnek tekinthető, és sokféle bemenet (azaz biológiai adat) al-
kalmazható. Ismert, ha minden quartet helyes, akkor a rekonstrukció könnyű (és
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gyors). Azonban annak eldöntése, hogy egy adott quartet rendszer ellentmondás
mentes-e egy NP-nehéz feladat. Az is közismert továbbá, hogy a gyakorlati alkal-
mazásokban mindig keletkeznek hibás (pontosabban ellentmondó) quartetek.

Az idézett cikkben először is felismertük azt a nem meglepő tényt, hogy minél
messzebb vannak az eredeti fában egy adott quartet levelei, annál valósźınűbb a
quartet hibás rekonstruálása. Majd bebizonýıtottuk azt a tényt, hogy elegendő
csupa ”rövid” (n levél esetén legfeljebb nagyjából 2 log n hosszú) ágakat tartalmazó
quarteteket tekinteni. Ez egy determinisztikus eredmény, ahol az eredeti fa dönti el,
mik a rövid ágak. Ez az adat persze (sajnos) ismeretlen a konkrét alkalmazásokban:
közvetett (például távolság) adatokból kell eldönteni, milyen quartetekben vannak
rövid ágak.

A cikkben különféle Markov modellek mellett több ilyen eljárást is kifejlesz-
tettünk, közülük a DCM módszer a legfontosabb. Az eljárások hatékonysága (gyor-
sasága és adatszükséglete) észszerű feltételek mellett kiszámı́tható volt. A kapott
érték - nagyon meglepő módon - közel volt a szintén ebben a cikkben kifejlesztett
alsó korláthoz, az eljárások majdnem optimálisak. Végül a cikkbe arra is javaslatot
tettünk, miként lehet egy konkrét eljárás hatékonyságát értékelni.

P.L. Erdős - M.A. Steel - L.A. Székely - T.J. Warnow: A few logs suffice
to build (almost) all trees (II), Theoretical Computer Science, 221 (1-2)
(1999), 77–118.

Ebben a cikkben először különféle távolság alapú fa-rekonstrukciós algoritmusok
hatékonyságának összehasonĺıtására fejlesztettünk ki egy módszert. Ez az elemzés
sok elméleti munkában kerül felhasználásra – például a NeighborJoining algorit-
must (a jeleneleg talán legnépszerűbb faéṕıtő eljárást) elméletileg megalapozó At-
teson cikkben. A cikk fő hozzájárulása a quartet módszerek témájához egy újonnan
fejlesztett algoritmus, a Witness-Antiwitness Módszer, amely a DCM-nél csak kicsit
hosszabb input sorozatokból lényegesen gyorsabban tudja 1 valósźınűséggel rekon-
struálni a fát.

Érdemes még megjegyezni, hogy az SQM módszerek inputként inhomogén ada-
tokat is képesek elfogadni. Ez ott döntő jelentőségű, ahol a vizsgálandó élőlények
diverzifikációja miatt homogén adatok nem elérhetők.

A két utóbbi cikkre rengeteg hivatkozás történt. A meghatározott hatékonyság
korlátokhoz közel teljeśıtő eljárásokat elnevezték fast converging módszereknek.
(Ezek szerint a cikkeinkben leirtak az első ilyen eljárások.) Az ott lefektetett
elvek alapján azóta sok további ilyen eljárást fejlesztettek ki és elemeztek. Az
eredményeket minden azóta megjelent evolúciós fákkal foglalkozó könyvben részlete-
sen elemezték. A módszerek továbbfejlesztésében éppen napjainkban történt egy
nagy ugrás E. Mossel és tańıtványainak kutatásai nyomán.

PLUSSZ EGY DOLGOZAT

P.L. Erdős - L. Soukup: How to split antichains in infinite posets, Com-
binatorica 27 (2) (2007), ?–??.

Egy P részben rendezett halmazban (posetben) egy antilánc akkor maximális, ha
az antilánc alatti és feletti pontok együttesen kimeŕıtik az egész P -t. Ez a maximális
antilánc akkor splittel, ha van egy olyan < B, C > rendezett pat́ıciója, amelyre már
a B alatti és a C feletti pontok is kimeŕıtik az egész P -t. (Persze kizárólag maximális
antilánc splittelhet.) Végezetül egy y ∈ P elem elvágó-pont ha vannak további
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x, z ∈ P pontok (x < y < z), hogy az [x, z] zárt intervallum megegyezik a [x, y]
és a [y, z] zárt intervallumok úniójával. 1995 óta ismeretes, hogy minden elvágó-
pont mentes véges posetben minden maximális antilánc splittel, továbbá, hogy az
a kérdés: ”vajon egy tetszőleges véges poset minden maximális antilánca splittel-
e” egy NP-nehéz probléma. Az eltelt t́ız évben a splittelés sokféle kapcsolatára
derült fény. Ezek egyike a véges relációs struktúrák homomorfizmus posetjében
bevezett (általánośıtott) dualitás, amely lényegében egy splittelés. (Lásd J. Nešetril
munkáit.)

A cikkben (főleg megszámlálhatóan) végtelen posetek splitting tulajdonságaival
foglalkozunk. Sikerült splittelő antiláncokat találnunk jónéhány elvágó-pont mentes
végtelen posetben. Kifejlesztettünk egy módszert, amely azt méri, mennyire ”nem
splittel” egy maximális antilánc. Ezután azonośıttunk egy lazaságnak (angolul loo-
seness) nevezett tulajdonságot, amelynek seǵıtségével véges, nem maximális an-
tiláncok splittelő illetve nem-splittelő maximális antiláncokká terjeszthetők ki. En-
nek seǵıtségével megkonstruáltunk egy nem-splittelő maximális antiláncot a négyzet-
mentes számok elvágópont-mentes posetjében, amely egy korábbi bonyolult, Ahls-
wede és Khachatrian nevéhez fűződő konstrukció általánośıtása. A módszer később
alkalmasnak bizonyult iránýıtott gráfok homomorphismus posetjében valamely vé-
ges antilánc általánośıtott dualitássá való kiterjesztéséhez. Végezetül megmutattuk,
hogy a kiválasztási axióma a ZF axióma rendszer mellett ekvivalens egy alkalmasan
választott poset egy maximális antiláncának splittelhetőségével.
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Abstract 

A min-max theorem is developed for the multiway cut problem of edge-weighted trees. We present 
a polynomial time algorithm to construct an optimal dual solution, if edge weights come in unary 
representation. Applications to biology also require some more complex edge weights. We describe 
a dynarnic programming type algorithm for this more general problem from biology and show that 
our min-max theorem does not apply to it. 
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1. Introduction 

Let G = ( V, E) be a simple graph, C = { 1, 2 . . . . .  r} be a set of  colours. For N c  V(G), a 
map x : N ~  C is a partial colouration. We usually think of  a given partial colouration. A 

map X: V(G) ~ C is a colouration if X(V) = 2(v)  holds for all v ~N.  
A colour dependent weightfunction assigns to every edge (p, q) and colours i,j a natural 

number w(p, q; i, j ) ,  which teils the weight of  the edge (p, q) in a colouration X, in which 

~(p) = i, ~( q) =j. We assume that w(p, q; i, i) = 0 and w(p, q; i,j) = w( q, p; j, i). We say 

that w is colour independent,  i f fo r  any (p,  q ) , im v~ j i  , i2 ~ J2, we have w(p ,  q; il, j l  ) = w ( p ,  

q;/2,  J2). We  say that w is edge independent,  i f  for any ( p »  ql )  ~ E and (P2, q2) ~ E, and 
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i, j ~  C, we have w(p  1, ql; i, j )  = w ( p »  q2; i, j ) .  (Hence, any edge independent weight 
function satisfies w(p, q; i, j)  = w(p, q; j, i).) We say that w is constant, if it is colour and 
edge independent. 

An edge (p, q) is colour-changing in the colouration ~, if ] ( p )  :# ~(q).  The changing 
number of the colouration ~ is the sum of weights of the colour-changing edges in Ä~, i.e.: 

change(G, ~) = ~ w(p, q; ~((p), y((q) ) . 
(p, q) ~E(G) 

A partial colouration X defines a partition o fN by N~ = { v ~ N: X(v) = i }. A set of edges that 
separates every Ni from all the other N/s  is tenned a multiway cut [ 1 ]. Observe that the set 
of colour-changing edges of a colouration ~ forms a multiway cut and every multiway cut 
is represented in this way. 

The length of the pair (G, X) is the minimum weight of a multiway cut, in formula: 

l(G, X) = min{ehange(G, ~): ~ colouration} . 

An optimal colouration is a colouration ~ such that change(G, ~) = I(G, X). 
The multiway cut problem for colour independent weight functions has been extensively 

studied in combinatorial optimization (e.g. [ 1-3] .). As Dahlhaus et ad. pointed out [3], 

this problem is NP-hard, even for INI = 3, IN, I = 1 and constant weight. 
On the other hand, if we restrict ourselves to planar graphs, a fixed number of colours, 

and constant weight, then the problem becomes solvable in polynomial time [ 3 ]. A well- 
known specialization of the multiway cut problem, which is solvable in polynomial time, 
is r = 2, which is considered in the undirected edge version of Menger' s theorem [ 8 ]. 

Although it is less known in the operations research community, some instances of the 
multiway cut problem have great importance in biomathematics. In fact, the notions of the 
changing number and the length came from genetics and we follow the terminology used 
there. For the case of constant weight function, Fitch [6] and Hartigan [7] developed a 
polynomial time algorithm to determine the length of a given tree. Sankoff and Cedergren 
[ 13 ], and Williamson and Fitch [ 12] studied edge independent weight functions and made 
polynomial time algorithms to find the length. Some explanation of the significance of the 
multiway cut problem in biology is given in [4, 5]. 

The goal of the present paper is to study the multiway cut problem. In Section 2 we give 
a new lower bound for the length of a multiway cut. Section 3 provides a dynamic program- 
ming type algorithm to find the length of a tree with an arbitrary weight function. Section 
4 uses the algorithm of Section 3 to establish a min-max theorem for the multiway cut 
problem of trees, in the case of colour independent weight functions. All the results can be 
extended to any graph G, in which N intersects every cycle. Section 5 describes our results 
in terms of linear programming. 

A preliminary version of the present paper has already appeared [ 5 ]. We are indebted to 
the anonymous referees for their helpful observations that we use in this presentation. 
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2. Lower bound for the weight of a muitiway cut 

Let G be a simple graph, Nc_V(G) and x:N--*C be a partial colouration. Let w be a 

colour dependent weight function. 

Definition. An oriented path P in G starting at s(P) ~ N  and terminating at t(P) ~ N  is a 

colour-changing path, if X(S (P))  4: X(t(P) ) and P has no internal vertex in N. (From now 
on path means oriented path, unless we explicitly say the opposite.) Let us fix a family 
of colour-changing paths and let e = (p, q) ~ E( G). Define 

ni(e , ~ )  = # { P E r :  (p, q) ~ P  and X(t(P))  =i} . 

The notation (p, q) ~ P means that P enters the edge (p, q) a tp  and leaves at q. 

Definition. Let x : N ~  C be a partial colouration and ~ be a colouration on G. A family :~ 
of colour-changing paths is a path packing, if all pairs of colours i 4:j and all edges (p, q) 
satisfy 

ni((p, q), ~ )  +nj((q, p),  ~ )  <~w(p, q;j, i ) .  

The maximum cardinality of a path packing is denoted by p (G, X). 

Theorem 1. For any graph G and partial colouration )(, we have 

I( G, X) >~ p( G, X) • 

Proof. Let ~ be a path packing and ~: V(G) ~ C be an optimal colouration. Define a map 
f :  9 ~ E(G)  as follows: le t f (P)  = e if e is the last colour-changing edge in P in ~. For any 
colour changing edge e =  (p, q), ~(p) = j  and ~((q) = i (i:~j since e is colour changing), 

we have 

# { P ~ ß :  f (  P ) =e} <~ni( (p, q), ~ )  +n~( ( q, p ), g )  <~ w(p, q; j, i ) .  

Therefore, 

191 ~< change(G, ~O=l(G, X) • [] 

3. An algorithm to find optimal colourations 

Now we focus on the multiway cut problem of trees. Let Tbe  a tree and x :N-o  C be a 
partial colouration, and let L(T) denote the set of leaves, i.e. vertices of degree 1. We 
assume N =  L(T).  (It is obvious that the solution of the multiway cut problem of trees with 
N =  L(T) easily generalizes to the solution of the multiway cut problem of trees with 
arbitrary N.) Let w be a colour dependent weight function. In this section we give a 
polynomial time algorithm to determine all optimal colouration of T for the weight w. 
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Let us fix an arbitrary non-leaf vertex, the root of T. Let (u, v) be an edge and let v be 

closer to the root than u, then we say v = Father(u).  (Father(root)  is NIL.) We denote 
the set of all u for which v = Father(u) by Son(v). 

Our colouring algorithm has two phases. Starting from the leaves and approaching the 
root we determine a penaltyfunct ion of every vertex v recursively, and subsequently we 
determine a suitable colourätion ] starting from the root and spreading to the leaves. 

Definition. The vector-valued penaltyfunction is a map 

pen: V(T) ~ (M U {~} ) r ,  

such that peni(v) means the length of the subtree separated by v from the root, ifthe colour 
of v has to be i. 

Phase I. For every leaf v ~ L(T) let 

= f O  if v~,,V/, 
pen«(v) 

otherwise, 

where in an actual computation oo may be substituted by a sufficiently large number. Take 
a vertex v, such that pen(v)  is not computed yet for the vertex v, but pen(u) is already 
known for every vertex u G Son(v). Then compute 

peni(v) = ~ min {w(u,  v; j ,  i) +pen/(u)} . 
u ~ S o n ( v )  j = l  . . . . .  r 

Phase II. Now we determine an optimal colouration ~ of T. First, let ~(root)  be a colour 
i, which minimizes the value peni(root). Furthermore, for a vertex v for which ~(v) is not 
settled yet, but ~ (Father(v))  is already determined, let ~(v) be a colour i, which minimizes 
the expression 

w ( v, Father(v);  i, )~(Father(v ) ) ) + peni ( v ). 

It is easy to see, that every leaf v ~Ni  satisfies ~(v) = i = X(V), for i = 1 . . . . .  r. 

The correctness of this algorithm is almost self-explanatory. Assume the positive integer 
edge weights are given in unary representation. Then, the time complexity is O(n.  r 2. 

(max weight) ), since at each step we calculate r 2 sums, take the minimum, and roughly 2n 

steps are necessary because T has n vertices and n - 1 edges. You may change max weight 

for log (max weight),  if the edge weights come in binary representation. 
In the rest of this section we focus on colour independent weight functions, since we can 

develop a slightly more efficient version of this algorithm, which also can determine all 
optimal colourations. Biologists may need all optimal colourations; the saving in running 

time comes from avoiding the second minimization in Phase II. Also, case (A2) in the 
proof of Theorem 2 will need the modified algorithm. For the sake of simplicity, for the 
rest of this section the weight function is a map w: E(T) ~ M for colour changing edges 
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and the weight of  any edge not changing colour is O. We use the usual Kronecker delta 

notation. 

Phase I ' .  For every leaf v, set 

M1 (v)  ---M2(v) = {i: peni(v) = O} . 

If  pen(v) is not computed yet for the vertex v but pen(u) is already known for every vertex 
u c Son(v),  then set 

peni(v) = ~ min {(1--6u)w(u,  v) +pen~(u)} . 
u~Son(v )  j = l ,  L, r 

L e t p ( v )  = minipeni( v), and 

MI(v)  = { i c  {1 . . . . .  r}: pen/(v) = p ( v )  } , 

M2(v) = { i c { 1  . . . . .  r}: peni(v) < p ( v )  +w(v,  Fa the r (v ) )  } . 

It is obvious that M1 (v) __.M2(v). 

Phase I I ' .  For ~ ( roo t ) ,  take an arbitrary element o fMl( roo t ) .  If  ~(v)  is not settled yet for 

a vertex v, but ~ ( F a t h e r ( v ) )  is already determined, take 

~ ( F a t h e r ( v ) )  if ~ (Fa ther (v)  ) c M2 (v) 
~((v) = [ a n  arbitrary element of  Ml (v )  otherwise.  

It is easy to see, that every vertex v c N i  satisfies ~ ( v ) = i = x ( v ) ,  for i =  1 . . . . .  r. This 
algorithm is obviously correct and permitting some extra freedom at certain steps, any 
optimal colouration can be obtained by the modified algorithm. For this purpose we intro- 
duce a third set of  colours at Phase I ' :  

M 3 ( v  ) = {iC { 1 . . . . .  r}: peni(v) =p(v)  +w(v,  Father(v)  ) } . 

I f  in Phase II '  we also allow to give the colour of  ~ ( F a t h e r ( v ) )  to v, if 
~ (Fa the r (v )  ) c M 3 ( v ) ,  then the algorithm still yields an optimal colouration. Moreover, 
one can prove that running this algorithm in all possible ways yields all optimal colourations. 
(We leave the proof to the reader.) The complexity of  this revised algorithm is better by a 

constant multiplicative factor than that of  the original, hut to get every optimal colouration 
may take exponential time, since M.A. Steel exhibited trees with exponentially many optimal 
colourations [ 11 ]. 

4. A min-max  theorem 

In this section we assume that the weight function is colour-independent and we prove 
that the lower bound of Theorem 1 is tight for leaf-coloured trees, and then even for a larger 
class of graphs. 
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Theorem 2. Let T be an arbitrary tree with coIour-independent weight function 

w : E( T) ~ [~ and with leaf-colouration x:  L ( T) ---> C. Then 

I(T, X) =p(T ,  X) • 

We already know ffom Theorem 1 that the LHS is greater or equal than the RHS. We have 
to prove the other inequality. For this end we construct the desired optimal path packing in 
a recursive manner. At first, we explicitly construct optimal path packings for stars, i.e. for 
trees with 1 branching vertex. Then, for a tree T with at least 2 branching vertices and with 

w(73= ]~ w~ 
f ~  E(T) 

sum of weights, we define a 'smaller' tree T' for which we can trace back the problem of 
the construction of an optimal path packing, such that we can 'lift up' the path packing from 

T' to T to get the solution. We may have at most W(T)  'lift up' steps. Here we give the 
details. 

For convenience, we want to use the functions Son and Father, therefore we fix, as in 
Section 3, a root of T. In the complexity issues we assume that our tree is represented by 
the vertices v and the sets Son(v) and Father(v),  furthermore every element of Son(v) and 
Father(v) (which represents edges) also contains the weight of the edge. The paths under 
construction will be represented as double-linked lists, therefore, due to Theorem 1, the 
space complexity of the representation is O(l(T,  X)" n).  

Definition. We say that a vertex v is of  order 1 if every element of Son(v) is a leaf. 

Notice that every tree with at least 2 branching vertices has a non-root vertex of order 1. 
Before starting the main body of the proof we need the following lemma. 

Lemma  1. One can assume that no vertex of  order 1 has two sons with the same colour. 

Let v be a vertex of order 1, such that Son(v) contains at least 2 leaves with identical colour. 
Let E(T)  denote the tree obtained from T by identification of the elements of Son(v) with 
identical colour and adding up their edge weights, respectively. Now one can easily construct 
an optimal path packing for T from an optimal path packing of E (T). Anyhow, we give a 

formal proof, otherwise, the base case of out recursive algorithm would not be complete. 

Proof. Define the tree E(T)  formally as follows: let the tree T' be a star with midpoint v 
and with leaves { li: 3u ~ Son(v) with X(U) = i} and let •(T) be the tree made of the trees 
T \Son(v )  and T' by identification of their common v. The leaf-colouration and weight 
function of ~ (T)  are as follows: 

X , ( u ) = ( X ( U )  if  u ~ L \ S o n ( v )  u = l  i , 
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w, (f) =~ù~So~(o) w( (u' v) ) 
I x(u)=i 
Lw~ß 

Notice that I(E( T), X') = l(T, X). 

i f f =  (li, v) , 

otherwise.  

Claim. I f I (E(T) ,  X') = p ( E ( T ) ,  X') then l(T, X) =p(T, X). 

Proof.  Let Son(v) contain d different colours. We apply induction on I Son(v) I. 
Base case: if [ Son(v) I = d, then E ( T )  = T, X = X', and we have nothing to prove. 
Inductive step: Suppose that we know Lemma 1 for all ISon(v) I <k.  Assume now 

I Son(v) I = k and for some fixed zl, z2 ~ Son(v),  let X(Zl) = X(z2). Join zl and z2 into z. In 
the new tree T *  obtained by identification, define the leaf colouration and the weight 
function as follows: 

= f X ( u )  if u =/~Zl, Z2» 
X*(U) 

[.X(Zl) i f u = z ,  

{w(f) 
w*ff) = w(v, z~) +w(v, z2) 

i f f4 :  ( v, zi) , 
i f f =  (v, z) • 

Now we have Z ( T )  = E ( T * ) ,  therefore I(Y~(T)) = / ( E ( T * ) ) .  By the hypothesis there 
exists a path packing ~@* in the tree T *  satisfying 1 9 "  [ = l ( T * ) .  It is easy to divide the 
paths of  ~ *  adjacent to vertex z into two groups, such that the members of one group are 
adjacent to zl and the members  of  the other are adjacent to z2 and both groups obey the 
weight restriction on the edge adjacent to zi. In this way we obtain a path packing of l(T) 
members in T. This proves the Claim as well as Lemma 1. [] 

The time complexity of  this algorithm is O(~~~Soù«~) w(u, v)) so the time complexity 
of  all applications of  Lemma  1 altogether is 0 (W(T) ) .  

We return to the main body of the proof; we assume that any two sons of an arbitrary 
vertex of order 1 have different colours. Our algorithm is given in a recursive form in the 
variables b (T) and W(T),  where b (T)  is the number of  branching (non-leaf) vertices of  
T. 

Base case: let b (T) --- 1 and W(T) be arbitrary. Then T is a star; let v denote the midpoint 
of  it. Due to Lemma 1 we may assume that IL(T) [ = r (i.e. every colour occurs once).  
Assume that the edge (v, u) has maximum weight over all edges. Orient paths from u to 

every other leaf z ~ L ( T ) \ { u }  with multiplicity w(v, z). This path system is obviously a 
path packing and has l (T) members.  This case requires O (W(T) )  steps. 

Recursive step: For any tree T with at least 2 branching vertices we shall find 'smaller '  
tree T' with fewer branching vertices ( b ( T ' ) < b ( T ) )  or with smaller total weights 
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(b (T ' )  = b(T) and W(T' ) < W(T)) such that an optimal path packing of T' can be lifted 

up to an optimal path packing of T. Define 

We distinguish two cases: 
(A) There is a vertex c of order 1 such that s (v) 4: w ( v, Father(v) ). 
(B) s (v) = w ( v, Father(v) ) for every vertex v of order 1. 
Case (A). Let 2 be an optimal colouration of T such that v is the first branching vertex 

for which the colour sets M~ were determined. We have two subcases; in (A1) we have 
s(v) >w(v,  Father(v)) ,  in (A2) we have s(v) <w(v, Father(v)) .  

Case (A1). Let T" be the tree with the same vertex set, edge set and leaf colouration as 
the tree T was, and let the new weight function w' : E(T) ~ N such that 

If w' (f) = 0, then cancel this edge and its leaf endpoint from the tree T" to obtain the tree 
T'. Due to our colouring algorithm, colouration ~ is also optimal for the tree T', therefore 

The total weight of tree T' is less than of T. Assume now that we have an optimal path 
packing ~ '  of l(T', X) elements in T'. Denote by AT the star of v U Son(c) with weight 
function w = 1 and with the original leaf colouration. Let A ~  be optimal path packing in 

AT (use the base case). Now the path system ~a~= .~, U A ~  is obviously optimal path 
packing in the tree T. 

We can construct T' and the path packings A ~  and ~¢~ from the given tree T and path 

packing ~.~' in O(r. ~2u~Son(v) w(v, u) ) time, so that the total time complexity of the case 
(A1) is O(rW(T)) .  

Case (A2). Now we have s(v) <w(v ,  Father(v) ). Let the tree T' be identical with the 
tree T with the same leaf-colouration and with the weight function 

Now it is easy to see that there exists an optimal colouration ~ of T' satisfying ~(v) = 
~(Father(v)) which is also optimal in T. (The only problem that can occur is that 

(Father(v))  ~ M2 (v) but ~ (Father(v))  ~ M~ (v). In that case we can apply the extended 
Phase II ' .)  Therefore, we have l(T) = I(T ' )  and W(T') < W(T). Now we can easily 'lift 
up' any optimal path packing ~ of T' to the tree T, namely ~ itself is obviously path 
packing in T. 

This operation takes O(1) time, so the total time complexity of case (A2) is O(n). 
Case (B). From now on we assume that every vertex z of order 1 satisfies the condition 

s(z) = w(z, Father(z) ). For the rest of (B),  we fix a vertex v; if the diameter of Tis 3, then 
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let v be the root,  otherwise, let v be a non-root vertex such that Son(v) ¢ L ( T )  and every 

non-leaf son is a vertex of  order 1 (the existence of  such a v is obvious).  Let the non-leaf 
sons of v be the vertices z~, ..., z» 

By the defnit ion of case (B)  it is easy to see the existence of an optimal coloration 
colouring v and every zi to the same colour. Therefore if 7 ~ is the tree derived from the tree 
T b y  contracting every edge of form (v, z~) (leaving the name of the new vertex v), which 

is endowed with the original leaf-colouration and weight function on the existing edges, 
then the restriction of the same colouration ] is also optimal for 7 ~ and l(2r) = l (T) .  On the 
other hand, the tree 7 ~ has less branching vertices than T. 

Now due to our hypothesis we have an optimal path packing ~.~ in the tree 7 ~. Therefore 

I~1 =l(T).  

Let us define the lift up ~.~= {/3: p ~ j ~ }  of the path packing ~ ,  where/3 is identical with 
P if no leaf u of  Son(zi) (i = 1 . . . . .  k) belongs to the path P, and/3  comes from P by 

subdivision of the edge (v, u) with vertex zi if endvertex(P) = u ~ Son(zl) (i = 1 . . . . .  k).  
We have l(T) many elements in ~.~. 

Let ei = (v, zi) (for every i =  1 . . . . .  k).  For an edge f =  (p, q),  we write - f =  (q, p ) .  
Now, by the definition of g ,  the condition 

ni(f, ~ )  + nj( -f,  ~ )  < w(f) 

holds for every edgef4 :  ei (i = 1 . . . . .  k),  but unfortunately this is not necessarily the case 

for the edges e» 
We solve this problem in a slightly more general setting (Lemma 2 ). For this we introduce 

the following notations: Let [x] ÷ denote x, if x is non-negative, 0, if x is non-positive. 

Define the badness of the colour changing path system ~ by 

bad G'~) = E 
(i, j)  ECXC e~E(G) 

i~ j  

[nj(e, «~) +nj( - e ,  ~ )  - w ( e )  ] + 

Call an edge oversaturated by the path system B ,  if the contribution of  the edge to the 

badness is positive. (We recall the definition e i = (V,  Zi).) 

L e m m a  2. Let g be a system of colour-changing paths on the tree T such that 

(i) for all i, j, nj( +_el, g )  <~ w( el), 
(ii) ~ does not oversaturate any edge from E( T) \ { el . . . . .  ek}. 

Then there exists a path packing ~ *  in T of the same size. 

Proof.  If  b a d ( ~ )  = 0 then ~ itself is a path packing. Suppose b a d ( ~ )  > 0, and, say, the 

edge el is oversaturated with colours 1 and 2, i.e. 
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nl(el, jö) + n 2 ( - - e l ,  ~ )  > w ( e l )  . 

Take a path PI ~ ~ such that el ~ P1 and X(t(P1 ) ) = 1 (where, say, t(Pl)  ~ Son(zl) ), and 
a path P 2 ~ ~  such that - e l E P  2 and X(t(P2))=2 (where t(P2) f~Son(zl) and 
s(P2) ~ Son(zl) ). Now we distinguish the cases (BA) and (BB): 

Case (BA). Suppose there is no P 3 E ~  for which -e l~P3 ,  s (P3)=s(P2)  and 
X(t(P3) ) = 1. In this case we define the following path system: 

B I  = ~ U  {P}\{P1 } , 

where the path P is (s(Pz), zi, t(P1) ), oriented from left to right. 

C|aim A. 

b a d ( g l )  ~<bad(~) - 1. 

Proof. It is easy to see that n~( +f,  ~ 1 )  ~<n~( +f,  «~) for each i=  1 . . . . .  k and for each 

f ~  E(T) \ { el, (Zl, s (P2)) }, furthermore 

rti( - e l ,  .~1) =nj( - e l ,  ~ ) ,  i-- 1 . . . . .  k ,  

nj(el, ~1) =ni(ei, ~'~), i = 2  . . . . .  k ,  

nl(el, ~ 1 )  = n l ( e l ,  ~ ) -  1 . 

Finally, for the edgef2 = (Zl, s(P2) ) we have 

nj(f2' ~1)  =ni(f2' ~ ) ,  i =  1 . . . . .  k ,  

nj( --f2, ~1)  =ni( --f2, ~ßö), i = 2  . . . . .  k,  

nl( -f2,  ~ 1 )  +ni(fz, J°l) <~w(f2), i-= 1 .. . . .  k. 

The last inequality is true, since otherwise n2( - f »  ~ ) +  ni(f2 ~ )  > w(f2) would hold, 
contradicting the assumptions of Lemma 2. [] 

Case (BB). Suppose there exists a path P3 which was forbidden in (BA). Then let ~1  
be the following path system: 

B1 = ~ (--J {P, P3 APx }\{P1, P3 } 

where P3/~ P1 denotes the (unique) path oriented from s(P3) to t(Pl). 

Claim B. 

bad(~~)  ~< b a d ( ~ )  - 1. 

Proof. Set 

E l={e l ,  (zl, t(Pl)), (zl, s(P3))} and E2=E(P1) UE(P2)\E(P3AP1). 
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Then for each e d g e f ~ E ( T ) \ ( E 1  UEz) the estimates of Claim A hol& Furthermore, for 

f G  E1 we have 

ni(+f,  ,~1) =ni(-f-f, ~ ) ,  i = 2  . . . . .  k ,  

n~( +f, ~1) <n~( +f, ~ ) ,  

n i ( + _ ( Z l , t ( P 1 ) ) , ~ l ) = n i ( + - ( z l ,  t (Pa)) ,«~) ,  i = l  . . . . .  k ,  

n i (++_e l ,~a )=n i (+e l ,~ ) ,  i = 2  . . . . .  k ,  

nl( +e l ,  ~1) =n~( + e l ,  ~ )  - 1 , 

nj( -1- (Zl, s(P3) ) = nj( -1- (Zl, s(P3) ), ~ )  i-- 1 . . . . .  k .  

The equalities and inequalities above prove Claim B. [] 

The surgeries described in Case (BA) and Case (BB) obviously keep the conditions of 
Lemma 2, therefore they may be repeated until the badness drops to 0. Claims A and B 

guarantee, that we finally reach 0. Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 are proved. [] 

The determination of the tree 2r takes O(n) steps, therefore the total time complexity of 

this procedure is O(nb(T) ). To lift up the paths from ~ to ~ takes 

time, therefore the total time complexity of lift up operations is O(rW(T)) .  Finally, the 

badness at Lemma 2 is at most 

w(v, z) 
z~Son(v)  

and every edge can occur at most one application of Lemma 2 so the total time complexity 
of Lemma 2 is O(max{rW(T),  nE}). 

The bookkeeping of (edge, path) incidences is necessary. A possible execution of this 
task is to build up lists for every edge to store these incidences and to maintain these lists 
at every 'lift up' step. The total time complexity of our recursive procedure is 
O (max{ rW(T),  n e} ), so it is unary polynomial. 

The following theorem is an easy consequence of Theorem 2. 

Theorem 3. Let G be a graph with a weight function w: E( T) ~ ~ and with a partial 
colouration x:N--> C. Assume that N intersects every cycle olG. Then 
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l(G, X) =p(G, X) 

Proof. Obtain a forest by eliminating the vertices of N and making leaves from the edges 
that were adjacent to them. Give the colour of n to the leaves that substitute a former n E N. 
Apply Theorem 2 for each and every tree in the forest. [] 

5. The LP connection 

One may consider the following linear programs related to the multiway cut problem 
with colour independent weight function. Note that this is something, which is different 
from the usual multiway cut polyhedron [ 1 ]. 

For every oriented edge (p, q) of G and every ordered pair of distinct colours ij define a 

variable Zpq,ij. If q~N,  then eliminate Zpq,i~ and Zqpj i for every J~x(q) .  Introduce new 
quotient variables by identifying the surviving variables Zpq,u and Zqpdi in pairs. For conven- 
ience we use the same notation for the quotient variables. Then the primal linear program 
is: 

Zpq,o >~0 ; 

for every colour-changing path Pab (a, b ~N),  have 

E E ZP«'ix(b) >~ 1; 
(p, q)~Pab i:i4:x(b) 

min ~., Zpq.U w(p, q) , 

where the last sum is for all quotient variables. To describe the dual linear program, for 
every colour-changing path Pùb introduce a variable A ab, such that 

Aab ~ O  ; 

for every quotient variable Zpq,o, have 

E hab + ~., Aùo <~ w(p, q); 
x(b) =j X(v) =i 

(p, q) ~Pab (q, p) ~Puv 

max ~ Aab. 

We claim that these linear programs have integer optimal solutions. It is easy to see, that 

p(G, X) ~<max ~ Aab :Aab integer ~<max ~ Aab =min ~ Zpq,U w(p, q) 

~<min ~ Zpq,U w(p, q) :Zpq,ij integer~ I(G, X) • 

Only the first and last inequalities require proofs from the chain of inequalities above. The 
first one holds, since any path packing provides a feasible integer solution for the second 
linear program. The last one holds, since we have an optimal colouration ~ with total weight 
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of  the co lour -changing  edges  o f  l(G, X); define Zpq,i j = 1, i f f  (p, q)  is a co lour -changing  

edge  in the opt imal  colourat ion ~ and ~((p) = i, ~ (q )  = j  hold, and Zpq,ij = 0 otherwise.  I f  

l(G, X) =p (G ,  X). then equal i ty  holds eve rywhere  in the chain. 

It is a natural ques t ion whether  these l inear programs are totally dual integral [ 10],  i.e., 

whether  they have  integer  opt imal  solutions for co lour  dependent  weight  funct ions w(p, q; 

i, j ) .  Unfor tunate ly ,  this is not  the case, take for example  the 3-star with center  c and leaves  

x, y, z with colours  X(X) = 1, X(Y) = 2  and X(Z) = 3 ;  and the weight  funct ion w(c, .; i, 

j )  = iWj defined by the matr ix  

W =  0 . 

3 
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ABSTRACT: A phylogenetic tree, also called an ‘‘evolutionary tree,’’ is a leaf-labeled tree
which represents the evolutionary history for a set of species, and the construction of such
trees is a fundamental problem in biology. Here we address the issue of how many sequence
sites are required in order to recover the tree with high probability when the sites evolve
under standard Markov-style i.i.d. mutation models. We provide analytic upper and lower
bounds for the required sequence length, by developing a new polynomial time algorithm. In
particular, we show when the mutation probabilities are bounded the required sequence

Ž .length can grow surprisingly slowly a power of log n in the number n of sequences, for
almost all trees. Q 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Random Struct. Alg., 14, 153]184, 1999

1. INTRODUCTION

Rooted leaf-labeled trees are a convenient way to represent historical relationships
between extant objects, particularly in evolutionary biology, where such trees are

Correspondence to: Laszlo A. Szekely´ ´ ´
Q 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. CCC 1042-9832r99r020153-32
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called phylogenies. Molecular techniques have recently provided large amounts of
sequence data which are being used to reconstruct such trees. These methods
exploit the variation in the sequences due to random mutations that have occurred
at the sites, and statistically based approaches typically assume that sites mutate
independently and identically according to a Markov model. Under mild assump-
tions, for sequences generated by such a model, one can recover, with high
probability, the underlying unrooted tree provided the sequences are sufficiently
long in terms of the number k of sites. How large this value of k needs to be
depends on the reconstruction method, the details of the model, and the number n
of species. Determining bounds on k and its growth with n has become more
pressing since biologists have begun to reconstruct trees on increasingly large
numbers of species, often up to several hundred, from such sequences.

With this motivation, we provide upper and lower bounds for the value of k
Ž .required to reconstruct an underlying unrooted tree with high probability, and

address, in particular, the question of how fast k must grow with n. We first show
that under any model, and any reconstruction method, k must grow at least as fast
as log n, and that for a particular, simple reconstruction method, it must grow at
least as fast as n log n, for any i.i.d. model. We then construct a new tree

Ž .reconstruction method the dyadic closure method which, for a simple Markov
model, provides an upper bound on k which depends only on n, the range of the
mutation probabilities across the edges of the tree, and a quantity called the

Ž Ž ..‘‘depth’’ of the tree. We show that the depth grows very slowly O log log n for
Ž .almost all phylogenetic trees under two distributions on trees . As a consequence,

we show that the value of k required for accurate tree reconstruction by the dyadic
closure method needs only to grow as a power of log n for almost all trees when
the mutation probabilities lie in a fixed interval, thereby improving results by

w xFarach and Kannan in 23 .
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we provide definitions, and

in Section 3 we provide lower bounds for k. In Section 4 we describe a technique
for reconstructing a tree from a partial collection of subtrees, each on four leaves.
We use this technique in Section 5, as the basis for our ‘‘dyadic closure’’ method.
Section 6 is the central part of the paper, here we analyze, using various probabilis-
tic arguments, an upper bound on the value of k required for this method to
correctly recover the underlying tree with high probability, when the sites evolve
under a simple, symmetric 2-state model. As this upper bound depends critically

Ž .upon the depth a function of the shape of the tree we show that the depth grows
Ž Ž ..very slowly O log log n for a random tree selected under either of two distribu-

tions. This gives us the result that k need grow only sublinearly in n for nearly all
trees.

w xOur follow-up paper 21 extends the analysis presented in this paper for more
general, r-state stochastic models, and offers an alternative to dyadic closure, the
‘‘witness]antiwitness’’ method. The witness]antiwitness method is faster than the
dyadic closure method on average, but does not yield a deterministic technique for
reconstructing a tree from a partial collection of subtrees, as the dyadic closure
method does; furthermore, the witness]antiwitness method may require somewhat

Ž .longer by a constant multiplicative factor input sequences than the dyadic closure
method.
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2. DEFINITIONS

w x w xNotation. P A denotes the probability of event A; E X denotes the expectation
w xof random variable X. We denote the natural logarithm by log. The set n denotes

S� 41, 2, . . . , n and for any set S, denotes the collection of subsets of S of size k.ž /k

R denotes the real numbers.

Ž .Definitions. I Trees. We will represent a phylogenetic tree T by a tree whose
Ž . Ž .lea¨es vertices of degree 1 are labeled by extant species, numbered by 1, 2, . . . , n

Ž .and whose remaining internal vertices representing ancestral species are unla-
beled. We will adopt the biological convention that phylogenetic trees are binary,
so that all internal nodes have degree 3, and we will also assume that T is

Ž . Žunrooted, for reasons described later in this section. There are 2ny5 !!s 2ny
.Ž .5 2ny7 ??? 3 ?1 different binary trees on n distinctly labeled leaves.

Ž .The edge set of the tree is denoted by E T . Any edge adjacent to a leaf is
called a leaf edge, any other edge is called an internal edge. The path between the

Ž .vertices u and ¨ in the tree is called the u¨ path, and is denoted P u, ¨ . For a
w xphylogenetic tree T and S: n , there is a unique minimal subtree of T , contain-

ing all elements of S. We call this tree the subtree of T induced by S, and denote it
by T . We obtain the contracted subtree induced by S, denoted by TU , if we< S < S
substitute edges for all maximal paths of T in which every internal vertex has< S
degree 2. Since all trees are assumed to be binary, all contracted subtrees,
including, in particular, the subtrees on four leaves, are also binary. We use the

<notation ij kl for the contracted subtree on four leaves i, j, k, l in which the pair
<i, j is separated from the pair k, l by an internal edge, and we also call ij kl a ¨alid

quartet split of T. Clearly any four leaves i, j, k, l in a binary tree have exactly one
< < <valid quartet split out of ij kl, ik jl, il kj.

Ž .The topological distance d u, ¨ between vertices u and ¨ in a tree T is the
Ž .number of edges in P u, ¨ . A cherry in a binary tree is a pair of leaves at

Ž .topological distance 2. The diameter of the tree T , diam T , is the maximum
topological distance in the tree. For an edge e of T , let T and T be the two1 2

Ž .rooted subtrees of T obtained by deleting edge e from T , and for is1, 2, let d ei
be the topological distance from the root of T to its nearest leaf in T . The depthi i

� Ž . Ž .4of T is max max d e , d e , where e ranges over all internal edges in T. We saye 1 2
Ž .that a path P in the tree T is short if its topological length is at most depth T q1,

and say that a quartet i, j, k, l is a short quartet if it induces a subtree which
contains a single edge connected to four disjoint short paths. The set of all short

Ž .quartets of the tree T is denoted by Q T . We will denote the set of validshort
U Ž .quartet splits for the short quartets by Q T .short

Ž . Ž � 4II Sites. Let us be given a set C of character states such as Cs A, C, G, T
� 4 � 4for DNA sequences; Cs the 20 amino acids for protein sequences; Cs R, Y or

� 4 .0, 1 for purine-pyrimidine sequences . A sequence of length k is an ordered
k-tuple from C}that is, an element of C k. A collection of n such sequences}one

w xfor each species labeled from n }is called a collection of aligned sequences.
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Aligned sequences have a convenient alternative description as follows. Place
the aligned sequences as rows of an n=k matrix, and call site i the ith column of

< < nthis matrix. A pattern is one of the C possible columns.

Ž .III Site substitution models. Many models have been proposed to describe,
stochastically, the evolution of sites. Usually these models assume that the sites
evolve identically and independently under a distribution that depends on the
model tree. Most models are more specific and also assume that each site evolves
on a rooted tree from a nondegenerate distribution p of the r possible states at

Žthe root, according to a Markov assumption namely, that the state at each vertex
.is dependent only on its immediate parent . Each edge e oriented out from the

Ž .root has an associated r= r stochastic transition matrix M e . Although these
models are usually defined on a rooted binary tree T where the orientation is
provided by a time scale and the root has degree 2, these models can equally well

Ž .be described on an unrooted binary tree by i suppressing the degree 2 vertex in T ,
Ž . Ž .ii selecting an arbitrary vertex leaves not excluded , assigning to it an appropriate

X Ž .distribution of states p , possibly different from p , and iii assigning an appropri-
XŽ . w Ž .xate transition matrix M e possibly different from M e for each edge e. If we

regard the tree as now rooted at the selected vertex, and the ‘‘appropriate’’ choices
Ž . Ž .in ii and iii are made, then the resulting models give exactly the same distribu-

Ž w x.tion on patterns as the original model see 46 and as the rerooting is arbitrary we
see why it is impossible to hope for the reconstruction of more than the unrooted
underlying tree that generated the sequences under some time-induced, edge-
bisection rooting. The assumption that the underlying tree is binary is also in
keeping with the assumption in systematic biology, that speciation events are
almost always binary.

Ž .IV The Neyman model. The simplest stochastic model is a symmetric model
w xfor binary characters due to Neyman 37 , and also developed independently by

w x w x � 4Cavender 12 and Farris 25 . Let 0, 1 denote the two states. The root is a fixed
leaf, the distribution p at the root is uniform. For each edge e of T we have an
associated mutation probability, which lies strictly between 0 and 0.5. Let p:
Ž . Ž .E T ª 0, 0.5 denote the associated map. We have an instance of the general

Ž . Ž . Ž .Markov model with M e sM e sp e . We will call this the Neyman 2-state01 10
model, but note that it has also been called the Cavender]Farris model. Neyman’s
original paper allows more than 2 states.

The Neyman 2-state model is hereditary on the subsets of the leaves}that is, if
w xwe select a subset S of n , and form the subtree T , then eliminate vertices of< S

degree 2, we can define mutation probabilities on the edges of TU so that the< S
probability distribution on the patterns on S is the same as the marginal of the
distribution on patterns provided by the original tree T. Furthermore, the mutation
probabilities that we assign to an edge of TU is just the probability p that the< S
endpoints of the associated path in the original tree T are in different states. The
probability that the endpoints of a path p are in different states is nicely related to
the mutation probabilities p , p , . . . , p of edges of the k-path,1 2 k

k1
ps 1y 1y2 p . 1Ž . Ž .Ł iž /2 is1

Ž .Formula 1 is well known, and is easy to prove by induction.
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Ž .V Distances. Any symmetric matrix, which is zero-diagonal and positive off-
diagonal, will be called a distance matrix. An n=n distance matrix D is calledi j

Ž .additï e, if there exists an n-leaf not necessarily binary with positive edge weights
on the internal edges and nonnegative edge weights on the leaf edges, so that Di j

Ž .equals the sum of edge weights in the tree along the P i, j path connecting i and
w xj. In 10 , Buneman showed that the following Four-Point Condition characterizes

Ž w x w x.additive matrices see also 42 and 53 :

Ž .Theorem 1 Four-Point Condition . A matrix D is additive if and only if for all
Ž .i, j, k, l not necessarily distinct , the maximum of D qD , D qD , D qD isij kl ik jl il jk

not unique. The edge-weighted tree with positive weights on internal edges and
nonnegative weights on leaf edges representing the additive distance matrix is
unique among the trees without vertices of degree 2.

Ž .Given a pair of parameters T , p for the Neyman 2-state model, and sequences
Ž .of length k generated by the model, let H i, j denote the Hamming distance of

sequences i and j and

H i , jŽ .
i jh s 2Ž .

k

denote the dissimilarity score of sequences i and j. The empirical corrected distance
between i and j is denoted by

1 i jd sy log 1y2h . 3Ž . Ž .i j 2

The probability of a change in the state of any fixed character between the
i j Ž i j.sequences i and j is denoted by E sE h , and we let

1 i jD sy log 1y2 E 4Ž . Ž .i j 2

denote the corrected model distance between i and j. We assign to any edge e a
positive weight,

1w e sy log 1y2 p e . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2

Ž . Ž .By Eq. 1 , D is the sum of the weights see previous equation along the pathi j
Ž .P i, j between i and j. Therefore, d converges in probability to D as kª`.i j i j

Corrected distances were introduced to handle the problem that Hamming dis-
tances underestimate the ‘‘true evolutionary distances.’’ In certain continuous time
Markov models the edge weight means the expected number of back-and-forth
state changes along the edge, and defines an additive distance matrix.

Ž .VI Tree reconstruction. A phylogenetic tree reconstruction method is a function
F that associates either a tree or the statement fail to every collection of aligned
sequences, the latter indicating that the method is unable to make such a selection
for the data given. Some methods are based upon sequences, while others are
based upon distances.
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Ž w x.According to the practice in systematic biology see, for example, 29, 30, 49 , a
method is considered to be accurate if it recovers the unrooted binary tree T , even
if it does not provide any estimate of the mutation probabilities. A necessary
condition for accuracy, under the models discussed above, is that two distinct trees,
T , T X, do not produce the same distribution of patterns no matter how the trees are
rooted, and no matter what their underlying Markov parameters are. This ‘‘iden-
tifiability’’ condition is violated under an extension of the i.i.d. Markov model when
there is an unknown distribution of rates across sites as described by Steel, Szekely,´

w x w x Žand Hendy 46 . However, it is shown in Steel 44 see also Chang and Hartigan
w x.13 that the identifiability condition holds for the i.i.d. model under the weak

Ž Ž ..conditions that the components of p are not zero and the determinant det M e
/0, 1, y1, and in fact we can recover the underlying tree from the expected
frequencies of patterns on just pairs of species.

Theorem 1 and the discussion that follows it suggest that appropriate methods
applied to corrected distances will recover the correct tree topology from suffi-
ciently long sequences. Consequently, one approach to reconstructing trees from

Ždistances is to seek an additive distance matrix of minimum distance with respect
.to some metric on distance matrices from the input distance matrix. Many metrics

have been considered, but all resultant optimization problems have been shown or
w xare assumed to be NP-hard; see 1, 15, 24 .

ŽWe will use a particular simple distance method, which we call the Extended
Ž .Four-Point Method FPM , to reconstruct trees on four leaves from a matrix of

interleaf distances.
Ž .Four-Point Method FPM . Gï en a 4=4 distance matrix d, return the set of splits

< � 4ij kl which satisfy d qd Fmin d qd , d qd .i j k l ik jl i l jk
Note that the Four-Point Method can return one, two, or three splits for a given

quartet. One split is returned if the minimum is unique, two are returned if the two
smallest values are identical but smaller than the largest, and three are returned if
all three values are equal.

w xIn 26 , Felsenstein showed that two popular methods}maximum parsimony and
maximum compatibility}can be statistically inconsistent, namely, for some parame-
ters of the model, the probability of recovering the correct tree topology tends to 0
as the sequence length grows. This region of the parameter space has been
subsequently named the ‘‘Felsenstein zone.’’ This result, and other more recent

Ž w x w x w xembellishments see Hendy 28 , Zharkikh and Li 54 , Takezaki and Nei 50 , Steel,
w x.Szekely, and Hendy 46 , are asymptotic results}that is, they are concerned with´

outcomes as the sequence length, k, tends to infinity.
We consider the question of how many sites k must be generated independently

and identically, according to a substitution model M, in order to reconstruct the
underlying binary tree on n species with prespecified probability at least e by a
particular method F. Clearly, the answer will depend on F, e , and n, and also on
the fine details of M}in particular the unknown values of its parameters. It is
clear that for all models that have been proposed, if no restrictions are placed on
the parameters associated with edges of the tree then the sequence length might
need to be astronomically large, even for four sequences, since the ‘‘edge length’’

Ž . Žof the internal edge s of the tree can be made arbitrarily short as was pointed out
w x.by Philippe and Douzery 38 . A similar problem arises for four sequences when

one or more of the four noninternal edges is ‘‘long’’}that is, when site saturation
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Ž .has occurred on the line of descent represented by the edge s . Unfortunately, it is
difficult to analyze how well methods perform for sequences of a given length, k.
There has been some empirical work done on this subject, in which simulations of
sequences are made on different trees and different methods compared according

Ž w xto the sequence length needed see 31 for an example of a particularly interesting
.study of sequence length needed to infer trees of size 4 , but little analytical work

Ž w x.see, however, 38 .
In this paper we consider only the Neyman 2-state model as our choice for M.

However, our results extend to the general i.i.d. Markov model, and the interested
w xreader is referred to the companion paper 21 for details.

3. LOWER BOUNDS

Ž .Since the number of binary trees on n leaves is 2ny5 !!, encoding deterministi-
cally all such trees by binary sequences at the leaves requires that the sequence

Ž . nk Ž .length, k, satisfy 2ny5 !!F2 , i.e., ksV log n . We now show that this infor-
mation-theoretic argument can be extended for arbitrary models of site evolution
and arbitrary deterministic or even randomized algorithms for tree reconstruction.
For each tree, T , and for each algorithm A, whether deterministic or randomized,
we will assume that T is equipped with a mechanism for generating sequences,
which allows the algorithm A to reconstruct the topology of the underlying tree T
from the sequences with probability bounded from below.

Theorem 2. Let A be an arbitrary algorithm, deterministic or randomized, which is
used to reconstruct binary trees from 0-1 sequences of length k associated with the
lea¨es, under an arbitrary model of substitutions. If A reconstructs the topology of any

Žbinary tree T from the sequences at the lea¨es with probability greater than e respec-
1 nk nk. Ž . Ž Ž .tï ely, greater than , then 2ny5 !!e-2 respectï ely, 2ny5 !!F2 , under the2

Ž .assumption of stochastic independence of the substitution model and the reconstruc-
. Ž .tion and so ksV log n .

We prove this theorem in a more abstract setting:

Theorem 3. We ha¨e finite sets X and S and random functions f : SªX and
g : XªS.

( ) w Ž . x < < < <i If P fg x sx )e for all xgX then S )e X .
1( ) w Ž . x < < < <ii If f , g are independent and P fg x sx ) for all xgX then S G X .2

Ž . < < w Ž . x w Ž .Proof. Proof of i . By hypothesis e X -Ý P fg x sx sÝ Ý P g x ss andx x s
Ž . x Ž w Ž . x. < <f s sx FÝ Ý P f s sx sÝ 1s S .s x s

Ž . w Ž . x w Ž . x w Ž . xProof of ii . First note that P fg x sy sÝ P f s sy P g x ss by indepen-s
1w Ž . xdence. Observe that for each x, there exists an sss for which P f s sx ) ,x x 2

1w Ž . xsince otherwise we have P fg x sx F . Now, the map sending x to s isx2
Ž < < < < .one-to-one from X into S and so X F S as required since otherwise, if two

1 1w Ž . xelements get mapped to s, then 1sÝ P f s sx ) q . Bx 2 2
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1The following example shows that our theorem is tight for e- : Let Xs2
� 4 � 4 Ž . Žx , x , x , x , . . . , x , x and Ss 1, 2, . . . , n , and let g x s i with probabil-11 12 21 22 n1 n2 i j

1 1. Ž . w Ž .ity 1 ; and let f i sx with probability ; x with probability . Then P fg x si1 i22 2
1 1x w Ž . xx s , so P fg x sx )e , for any epsilon less than . However, notice that2 2

< < < <X r2s S .
1 < < < <Curiously, once e exceeds we must have X F S , under the assumption of2

w xindependence. Examples 52 show that the assumption of independence is neces-
sary. Independence is a reasonable assumption if we try to apply this result for
evolutionary tree reconstruction, and holds automatically if the tree reconstruction
method is deterministic.

This lower bound applied to an arbitrary algorithm, but particular algorithms
may admit much larger lower bounds. Consider, for example, the Maximum

Ž .Compatibility Method MC , which we now define. Given a set of binary sequences,
each site defines a partition of the sequences into two sets, those containing a 0 in
that position, and those containing a 1 in that position. The site is said to be
compatible on a tree T if the tree T contains an edge whose removal would define
the same partition. The objective of the maximum compatibility method is a tree T
which has the largest number of sites compatible with it. Maximum compatibility is

w xan NP-hard optimization problem 16 , although the MC method can clearly be
implemented as a nonpolynomial time algorithm. We now show that the sequence
length needed by MC to obtain the correct topology with constant probability must
grow at least as fast as n log n.

Theorem 4. Assume that 2-state sites on n species e¨ol̈ e on a binary tree T
according to any stochastic model in which the sites e¨ol̈ e identically and indepen-

Ž .dently. Let k n denote the smallest number of sites for which the Maximum Compati-
bility Method is guaranteed to reconstruct the topology of T with probability greater than
1 . Then, for n large enough,2

k n ) ny3 log ny3 y ny3 . 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. We say that a site is trï ial if it defines a partition of the sequences into
one class or into two classes so that one of the classes is a singleton. Now, fix x and

U uŽ . Ž . Ž .vassume that we are given k s ny3 log ny3 qx ny3 nontrivial sites inde-
pendently selected from the same distribution. We show that the probability of
obtaining the correct tree under MC is at most eyeyx

for n large enough. This
Ž . U <proves the theorem by setting xsy1, since k n Gk is needed.xsy1

Ž . < Ž . <Let s T denote the set of internal splits of T. Since T is binary, s T sny3
w x Ž .10 . For sgs T , let the random variable X be the number of nontrivial sitess

Ž .which induce split s . Define XsÝ X . A necessary though not sufficients g s ŽT . s

condition for maximum compatibility to select T is that all the internal splits of T
are present among the kU nontrivial sites. Thus, we have the inequality,

� 4P MC S sT FP F X )0Ž . s g s ŽT . s

kU

< w x� 4s P F X )0 Xs i =P Xs iÝ s g s ŽT . s
is1

<� 4F max P F X )0 Xs is g s ŽT . sU1FiFk

U<� 4sP F X )0 Xsk . 7Ž .s g s ŽT . s
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Ž .Let p s denote the probability of generating split s at a particular site. Due to
Ž . Ž .the model, p s does not depend on the site. It is not difficult to show that 7 is

Ž . Ž Ž ..maximized when the p s s are all equal sgs T and sum to 1.
Indeed, by compactness arguments, there exists a probability distribution maxi-

Ž .mizing 7 . We show that it cannot be nonuniform, and therefore the uniform
Ž .distribution maximizes 7 . Assume that the maximizing distribution p is nonuni-

Ž . Ž . X XŽ . XŽ .form, say, p s /p r . We introduce a new distribution p with p s sp r
1 XŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .s p s qp r , and p a sp a for a/s , r. The probability of having2

exactly i sites supporting s or r is the same for p and pX. Conditioning on the
number of sites supporting s or r, it is easy to see that any distribution of sites
supporting all nontrivial splits has strictly higher probability in pX than in p.

Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Knowing that the p s s are all equal sgs T and sum to 1, determining 7
is just the classical occupancy problem where kU balls are randomly assigned to
ny3 boxes with uniform distribution, and one asks for the probability that each

Ž .box has at least one ball in it. Equation 6 now follows from a result on the
Ž w x. U Ž Uasymptotics of this problem Erdos and Renyi 18 : for xgR, k balls k as˝ ´

.defined above , and ny3 boxes, the limit of probability of filling each boxes is
eyeyx

. B

This theorem shows that the sequence length that suffices for the MC method to
Ž .be accurate is in V n log n , but does not provide us with any upper bound on that

sequence length. This upper bound remains an open problem.
w Ž .xIn Section 5, we will present a new method the Dyadic Closure Method DCM

for reconstructing trees. DCM has the property that for almost all trees, with a
wide range allowed for the mutation probabilities, the sequence length that suffices
for correct topology reconstruction grows no more than polynomially in the lower

Ž .bound of log n see Theorem 2 required for any method. In fact the same holds
for all trees with a narrow range allowed for the mutation probabilities. First,
however, we set up a combinatorial technique for reconstructing trees from
selected subtrees of size 4.

4. DYADIC INFERENCE OF TREES

w xCertain classical tree reconstruction methods 6, 14, 47, 48, 55 are based upon
reconstructing trees on quartets of leaves, them combining these trees into one
tree on the entire set of leaves. Here we describe a method which requires only

Ž .certain quartet splits be reconstructed the ‘‘representative quartet splits’’ , and
then infers the remaining quartet splits using ‘‘inference rules.’’ Once we have

Žsplits for all the possible quartets of leaves, we can then reconstruct the tree if one
.exists that is uniquely consistent with all the quartet splits.

w xIn this section, we prove a stronger result than was provided in 19 , that the
representatï e quartet splits suffice to define the tree. We also present a tree

Ž .reconstruction algorithm, DCTC for Dyadic Closure Tree Construction based upon
dyadic closure. The input to DCTC is a set Q of quartet splits and we show that
DCTC is guaranteed to reconstruct the tree properly if the set Q contains only
valid quartet splits and contains all the representative quartet splits of T. We also
show that if Q contains all representative quartet splits but also contains invalid
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quartet splits, then DCTC discovers incompatibility. In the remaining case, where
Q does not contain all the representative quartet splits of any T , DCTC returns

Ž . ŽInconsistent and then the input was inconsistent indeed , or a tree which is then
.the only tree consistent with the input , or Insufficient.

4.1. Inference Rules

Recall that, for a binary tree T on n leaves, and a quartet of leaves,

w xn <� 4qs a, b , c, d g , t sab cdqž /4

U < Žis a ¨alid quartet split of T if T sab cd i.e., there is at least one edge in T whose< q
.removal separates the pair a, b from the pair c, d . It is easy to see that

< < <if ab cd is a valid quartet split of T, then so are ba cd and cd ab, 8Ž .

< < <and we identify these three splits; and if ab cd holds, then ac bd and ad bc are not
<valid quartet splits of T , and we say that any of them contradicts ab cd. Let

w xn
Q T s t : qgŽ . q½ 5ž /4

Ž .denote the set of valid quartet splits of T. It is a classical result that Q T
Ž w x w x.determines T Colonius and Schulze 14 , Bandelt and Dress 6 ; indeed for each

w x � 4 � 4ig n , t : igq determines T , and T can be computed from t : igq inq q
polynomial time.

It would be nice to determine for a set of quartet splits whether there is a tree
for which they are valid quartet splits. Unfortunately, this problem is NP-complete
Ž w x. Ž .Steel 43 . It also would be useful to know which subsets of Q T determine T ,
and for which subsets a polynomial time procedure would exist to reconstruct T. A
natural step in this direction is to define inference: we can infer from a set of

Ž .quartet splits A a quartet split t, if whenever A:Q T for a binary tree T , then
Ž .tgQ T as well.

w xInstead, Dekker 17 introduced a restricted concept, dyadic and higher order
inference. Following Dekker, we say that a set of quartet splits A dyadically implies
a quartet split t, if t can be derived from A by repeated applications of rules
Ž . Ž .8 ] 10 :

< <if ab cd and ac de are valid quartet splits of T ,

< < <then so are ab ce, ab de, and bc de, 9Ž .

and,

< < <if ab cd and ab ce are valid quartet splits of T , then so is ab de. 10Ž .

It is easy to check that these rules infer valid quartet splits from valid quartet splits,
and the set of quartet splits dyadically inferred from an input set of quartet splits
can be computed in polynomial time. Setting a complete list of inference rules

Ž w x.seems hopeless Bryant and Steel 9 : for any r, there are r-ary inference rules,
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which infer a valid quartet split from some r valid quartet splits, such that their
action cannot be expressed through lower order inference rules.

4.2. Tree Inference Using Dyadic Rules

In this section we define the dyadic closure of a set of quartet splits, and describe
conditions on the set of quartet splits under which the dyadic closure defines all
valid quartet splits of a binary tree. This section extends and strengthens results

w xfrom earlier work 19, 45 .

Definition 1. Given a finite set of quartet splits Q, we define the dyadic closure
Ž .cl Q of Q as the set of quartet splits than can be inferred from Q by the repeated

Ž .use of the rules 8]10 . We say that Q is inconsistent, if Q is not contained in the
set of valid quartet splits of any tree, otherwise Q is consistent. For each of the
ny3 internal edges of the n-leaf binary tree T we assign a representatï e quartet
� 4s , s , s , s as follows. The deletion of the internal edge and its endpoints defines1 2 3 4
four rooted subtrees t , t , t , t . Within each subtree t , select from among the1 2 3 4 i
leaves which are closest topologically to the root the one, s , which is the smallesti

Ž .natural number recall that the leaves of our trees are natural numbers . This
Žprocedure associates to each edge a set of four leaves, i, j, k, l. By construction, it

is clear that the quartet i, j, k, l induces a short quartet in T}see Section 2 for the
.definition of ‘‘short quartet.’’ We call the quartet split of a representative quartet

a representatï e quartet split of T , and we denote the set of representative quartet
splits of T by R .T

The aim of this section is to show that the dyadic closure suffices to compute the
tree T from any set of valid quartet splits of T which contain R . We begin with:T

Lemma 1. Suppose S is a set of ny3 quartet splits which is consistent with a unique
binary tree T on n lea¨es. Furthermore, suppose that S can be ordered q , . . . , q in1 ny3

� 4such a way that q contains at least one label which does not appear in q , . . . , qi 1 iy1
Ž .for is2, . . . , ny3. Then, the dyadic closure of S is Q T .

Proof. First, observe that it is sufficient to show the lemma for the case when qi
� 4contains exactly one label which does not appear in q , . . . , q for is2, . . . , ny3,1 iy1

� 4since ny4 quartets have to add ny4 new vertices. Let S s q , . . . , q , and let Li 1 i i
be the union of the leaves of the quartet splits in S , and let T sTU be the binaryi i < Li

subtree of T induced by L . We first makei

Claim 1. The only tree on L consistent with S is T , for 1, . . . , ny3.i i i

Proof of Claim 1. The claim is true by the hypothesis of Lemma 1 for isny3;
Ž .suppose for some i-ny3 it is false. Then there exist at least two trees that

realize S , one of which is T , the other we will call T a. Now each quarteti i
q , . . . , q adds a new leaf to the tree so far constructed from T and T a. Nowiq1 ny3 i
for each quartet we can always attach that new leaf in at least one position in the

Žtree so far constructed so as to satisfy the corresponding quartet split and all
.earlier ones, since they don’t involve that leaf . Thus we end up with two trees

consistent with S, and these are different trees since when we restrict them to L ,i
they differ. But this contradicts our hypothesis. B
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Next we make

<Claim 2. If x is the new leaf introduced by q sxa bc then x and a form a cherryny3
of T.

Proof of Claim 2. First assume that x belongs to the cherry xy but a/y. Since
this quartet is the only occurrence of x we do not have any information about this
cherry, therefore the reconstruction of the tree T cannot be correct, a contradic-
tion.

Now assume that x is not in a cherry at all. Then the neighbor of x has two
other neighbors, and those are not leaves. In turn they have two other neighbors
each. Hence, we can describe x ’s place in T in the following representation in
Fig. 1: take a binary tree with five leaves, label the middle leaf x, and replace the
other four leaves by corresponding subtrees of T.

< ŽNow suppose q sax bc. Regardless of where a, b, c come from among theny3
.four subtrees in the representation , we can always move x onto at least two of the

Žother four edges in T , and so obtain a different tree consistent with S recall that
q is the only quartet containing x, and thereby the only obstruction to usny3

.moving x! . Since the theorem assumes that the quartets are consistent with a
unique tree, this contradicts our assumptions. B

Finally, it is easy to show the following:

Claim 3. Suppose xy is a cherry of T. Select lea¨es a, b from each of the two subtrees
adjacent to the cherry. Let T X be the binary tree obtained by deleting leaf x. Then
Ž Ž X. � < 4. Ž .cl Q T j xy ab sQ T .

Now, we can apply induction on n to establish the lemma. It is clearly
Ž .vacuously true for ns4, so suppose n)4. Let x be the new leaf introduced by
q , and let the binary tree T X be T with x deleted.ny3

In view of Claim 1, S is a set of ny4 quartets that define T sT X, a treeny4 ny4
on ny1 leaves and which satisfy the hypothesis that q introduces exactly one newi

Ž X.leaf. Thus, applying the induction hypothesis, the dyadic closure of S is Q T .ny4
Ž X.Since SsS contains S , the dyadic closure of S also contains Q T , which isny3 ny4

the set of all quartet splits of T that do not include x.

Fig. 1. Position of a leaf x, which is not a cherry, in a binary tree.
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Now, by Claim 2, x is in a cherry; let its sibling in the cherry be y, so
<q sab xy, say, where a and b must lie in each of the two subtrees adjacent tony3
Žthe cherry. It is easy to see that if a, b both lie in just one of these subtrees, then

.S would not define T.
Ž X.Now, as we just said, the dyadic closure of S contains Q T and it also contains

< Ž .ab xy where a, b are as specified in the preceding paragraph and so by the
w Ž . Ž Ž ..xidempotent nature of dyadic closure i.e., cl B scl cl B it follows from Claim 3
Ž .that the dyadic closure of S equals Q T . B B B

Lemma 2. The set of representatï e quartet splits R of a binary tree T satisfies theT
Ž .conditions of Lemma 1. Hence, the dyadic closure of R is Q T .T

Proof. In order to make an induction proof possible, we make a more general
statement. Given a binary tree T with a positive edge weighting w, we define the
representatï e quartet of an edge e to be the quartet tree defined by taking the
lowest indiced closest leaf in each of the four subtrees, where we define ‘‘closest’’

Ž .in terms of the weight of the path rather than the topological distance to the root
of the subtree. We also define the representatï e quartet splits of the weighted tree,
R as in the definition of representative quartets of unweighted trees, with theT , w

only change being that each s g t is selected to minimize the weighted path lengthi i
Žrather than topological path length i.e., the edge weights on the path are summed

.together, to compute the weighted path length . Observe that if all weights are
equal to 1, then we get back the original definitions. When turning to binary
subtrees of a given weighted tree, we assign the sum of weights of the original
edges to any newly created edge which is composed of them, and denote the new
weighting by wU. Now we can easily prove by induction the following generalization
of the statement of Lemma 2:

Claim 4. Take the set of representatï e quartet splits R of a weighted n-leaf binaryT , w
Ž .tree T. Then for e¨ery other n-leaf binary tree F, we ha¨e that R :Q F impliesT , w

TsF as unweighted trees. Furthermore, R can be ordered q , . . . , q in such aT , w 1 ny3
� 4way that q contains exactly one label that does not appear in q , . . . , q fori 1 iy1

is2, . . . , ny3.

Proof of Claim 4. First we show that the only tree consistent with the set of
Ž .representative splits R of a binary tree T is T itself. Look for the smallest in nT , w

Ž .counterexample T , such that R :Q F for a tree F/T. Clearly n has to be atT , w
least 5. Therefore T has at least two different cherries, say xy and u¨ , such that
Ž . Ž .d u, x G4. Let us denote by w l the weight of the leaf edge corresponding to the

Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž . xleaf l. If w x -w y or w x sw y and x-y , then due to the construction of
R , vertex y occurs in exactly one elements of R , say p, which is theT , w T , w
representative of the edge that separates xy from the rest of the tree. A similar
argument would show that one of u, ¨ , say ¨ , occurs in exactly one element of
R , say q. It also follows that p/q. It is not difficult to check thatT , w

U U � 4 U U � 4R , sR _ p and R sR _ q 11Ž .T w T T w T<w n x_ � y4 <w n x_ �¨ 4
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according to the definition of weight after contracting edges, where TU is the< K
binary tree obtained by contracting paths into edges in the subtree of T spanned
by the vertex set K. Hence, by the minimality of the counterexample, TU s<w nx_� y4

FU and TU sFU . We know that any edge of F defines a bipartition of<w nx_� y4 <w nx_�¨ 4 <w nx_�¨ 4
w x w x � 4 w x � 4n , and traces of these bipartitions on n _ y and n _ ¨ are exactly the

U w x � 4bipartitions produced by the edges of F on n _ y and the bipartitions<w nx_� y4
U w x � 4produced by the edges of F on n _ ¨ . Therefore also in F both xy and u¨<w nx_�¨4

make cherries, and hence TsF, a contradiction.
For the other part of the claim, it immediately follows by induction from

Ž .formula 11 that R can be ordered so that every quartet in the order containsT , w
Ž . wat least one and therefore exactly one new leaf. Eliminate quartet splits recur-
Ž . xsively using 11 , and put R in the reverse order. BT , w

Note that the generalization for weighted trees was necessary, since without
Ž .weights formula 11 would fail. B B B

We note here that representative quartets cannot be defined by selecting any
nearest leaf in the four subtrees associated with an internal edge. For example,
consider the tree T on six leaves labeled 1 through 6, with a central vertex and

Ž . Ž . Ž .cherries 1, 2 , 3, 4 , and 5, 6 , hanging from the central vertex. If we selected the
quartet splits by arbitrarily picking closest leaves in each of the four subtrees

< < <around each internal edge, we could possibly select splits 12 36, 34 15, and 56 24;
however, these splits do not uniquely identify the tree T , since the tree with
cherries 15, 24, and 36, is also consistent with these quartets.

4.3. Dyadic Closure Tree Construction Algorithm

Ž .We now present the Dyadic Closure Tree Construction method DCTC for
computing the dyadic closure of a set Q of quartet splits, and which returns the

Ž . Ž .tree T when cl Q sQ T .
Before we present the algorithm, we note the following interesting lemma:

Ž . Ž .Lemma 3. If cl Q contains exactly one split for each possible quartet then cl Q s
Ž .Q T for a unique binary tree T.

Ž . w x UProof. By Proposition 2 of 6 , a set Q of noncontradictory quartet splits equals
Ž . < UQ T for some tree T precisely if it satisfies the substitution property: If ab cdgQ ,

� 4 < U < Uthen for all ef a, b, c, d , ab cegQ , or ae cdgQ . Furthermore, in that case, T
is unique.

U Ž . < Ž . <Applying this characterization to Q scl Q , suppose ab cdgcl Q but ab cef
Ž . < Ž . < Ž .cl Q . Thus, either ae bcgcl Q or ac begcl Q . In the either case, the dyadic

� < < 4 � < < 4 <inference rule applied to the pair ab cd, ae bc or to ab cd, ac be implies ae cdg
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .cl Q , and so cl Q satisfies the substitution property. Thus cl Q sQ T for a

Ž .unique tree T. Finally, since cl Q contains a split for each possible quartet, it
follows that T must be binary. B
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We now continue with the description of the DCTC algorithm.

Algorithm DCTC.

Ž .Step 1. We compute the dyadic closure, cl Q , of Q.

Step 2.

v Ž .Case 1. cl Q contains a pair of contradictory splits for some quartet: return
Inconsistent.

v Ž .Case 2. cl Q has no contradictory splits, but fails to have a split for every
quartet: Return Insufficient.

v Ž .Case 3. cl Q has exactly one split for each quartet: apply standard algo-
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .rithms 6, 51 to cl Q to reconstruct the tree T such that Q T scl Q .

Return T.

Ž .Case 3 depends upon Lemma 3 above.
To completely describe the DCTC method we need to specify how we compute

the dyadic closure of a set Q of quartet splits.

Efficient computation of dyadic closure. The description we now give of an
efficient method for computing the dyadic closure will only actually completely

Ž . Ž . Ž .compute the dyadic closure of Q if cl Q sQ T for some tree T. Otherwise, cl Q
Ž .will either contain a contradictory pair of splits for some quartet, or cl Q will not

contain a split for every quartet. In the first of these two cases, the method will
return Inconsistent, and in the second of these two cases, the method will return

Ž .Insufficient. However, the method can be easily modified to compute cl Q for all
sets Q.

We will maintain a four-dimensional array Splits and constrain
Splits to either be empty, or to contain exactly one split that has beeni,"j,"k,"l

inferred so far for the quartet i, j, k, l. In the event that two conflicting splits are
inferred for the same quartet, the algorithm will immediately return Inconsistent,
and halt. We will also maintain a queue Q of new splits that must be processed.new
We initialize Splits to contain the splits in the input Q, and we initialize Q tonew
be Q, ordered arbitrarily.

Ž . Ž .The dyadic inference rules in equations 8 ] 10 show that we infer new splits by
combining two splits at a time, where the underlying quartets for the two splits

<share three leaves. Consequently, each split ij kl can only be combined with splits
� 4 � 4 � 4 � 4 � 4on quartets a, i, j, k , a, i, j, l , a, i, k, l , and a, j, k, l , where af i, j, k, l . Con-

Ž .sequently, there are only 4 ny4 other splits with which any split can be combined
using these dyadic rules to generate new splits.

<Pop a split ij kl off the queue Q , and examine each of the appropriatenew
Ž .4 ny4 entries in Splits. For each nonempty entry in Splits that is examined

Ž .in this process, compute the O 1 splits that arise from the combination of the two
<splits. Suppose the combination generates a split ab cd. If Splits contains aa, b, c, d

<different split from ab cd, then Return Inconsistent. If Splits is empty, thena, b, c, d
< <set Splits s ab cd, and add ab cd to the queue Q . Otherwisea, b, c, d new

<Splits already contains the split ab cd, and we do not modify the dataa, b, c, d
structures.
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Continue until the queue Q is empty, or Inconsistency has been observed. Ifnew
the Q empties before Inconsistency is observed, then check if every entry ofnew

Ž . Ž .Splits is nonempty. If so, then cl Q sQ T for some tree; Return Splits. If
some entry in Splits is empty, then return Insufficient.

Ž 5.Theorem 5. The efficient computation of the dyadic closure uses O n time, and at
Ž .the termination of the algorithm the Splits matrix is either identically equal to cl Q ,

or the algorithm has returned Inconsistent. Furthermore, if the algorithm returns
Ž .Inconsistent, then cl Q contains a pair of contradictory splits.

Proof. It is clear that if the algorithm only computes splits using dyadic closure, so
Ž .that at any point in the application of the algorithm, Splits:cl Q . Conse-

Ž .quently, if the algorithm returns Inconsistent, then cl Q does contain a pair of
contradictory splits. If the algorithm does not return Inconsistent, then it is clear
from the design that every split which could be inferred using these dyadic rules
would be in the Splits matrix when the algorithm terminates.

Ž .The running time analysis is easy. Every combination of quartet splits takes O 1
Ž .time to process. Processing a quartet split involves examining 4 ny4 entries in

Ž . <the Splits matrix, and hence costs O n . If a split ij kl is generated by the
combination of two splits, then it is only added to the queue if Splits isi, j, k , l

< Ž 4.empty when ij kl is generated. Consequently, at most O n splits ever enter the
queue. B

We now prove our main theorem of this section:

Theorem 6. Let Q be a set of quartet splits.

Ž . Ž X. X X X1. If DCTC Q sT , DCTC Q sT , and Q:Q , then TsT .
Ž . X Ž X.2. If DCTC Q sInconsistent and Q:Q , then DCTC Q sInconsistent.
Ž . X Ž X.3. If DCTC Q sInsufficient and Q :Q, then DCTC Q sInsufficient.

Ž . Ž .4. If R :Q:Q T , then DCTC Q sT.T

Ž . Ž .Proof. Assertion 1 follows from the fact that if DCTC Q sT , then the dyadic
closure phase of the DCTC algorithm computes exactly one split for every quartet,

Ž . Ž . X Ž . Ž X.so that cl Q sQ T by Lemma 3. Therefore, if Q:Q , then cl Q :cl Q , so that
Ž . Ž X. Ž X. X Ž . Ž X.Q T :cl Q sQ T . Since T and T are binary trees, it follows that Q T sQ T

and TsT X.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Assertion 2 follows from the fact that if DCTC Q sInconsistent, then cl Q

X Ž X.contains two contradictory splits for the same quartet. If Q:Q , then cl Q also
Ž X.contains the same two contradictory splits, and so DCTC Q sInconsistent.

Ž . Ž . Ž .Assertion 3 follows from the fact that if DCTC Q sInsufficient, then cl Q
does not contain contradictory pairs of splits, and also lacks a split for at least one

X Ž X.quartet. If Q :Q, then cl Q also does not contain contradictory pairs of splits
Ž X .and also lacks a split for some quartet. Consequently, DCTC Q sInsufficient.

Ž . Ž .Assertion 4 follows from Lemma 2 and Assertion 1 . B

Ž . Ž .Note that DCTC Q sInsufficient does not actually imply that Q;Q T for any
Ž . Ž .tree; that is, it may be that QQ T for any tree, but cl Q may not contain any

contradictory splits!
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5. DYADIC CLOSURE METHOD

We now describe a new method for tree reconstruction, which we call the Dyadic
Closure Method, or DCM.

Suppose T is a fixed binary tree. From the previous section, we know that if we
Ž . Ž .can find a set Q of quartet splits such that R :Q:Q T , then DCTC Q willT

reconstruct T.
One approach to find such a set Q would be to let Q be the set of splits

Ž .computed using the Four-Point Method on all possible quartets. However, it is
possible that the sequence length needed to ensure that e¨ery quartet is accurately
analyzed might be too large to obtain accurate reconstructions of large trees, or of
trees containing short edges.

The approach we take in the Dyadic Closure Method is to use sets of quartet
splits based upon the quartets whose topologies should be easy to infer from short

Žsequences, rather than upon all possible quartets. By contrast, other quartet based
w x w xmethods, such as Quartet Puzzling 47, 48 , the Buneman tree construction 7 , etc.

.infer quartet splits for all the possible quartets in the tree. Basing the tree
reconstruction upon properly selected sets of quartets makes it possible to expect,
even from short sequences, that all the quartet splits inferred for the selected
subset of quartets will be valid.

Ž .Since what we need is a set Q such that R :Q:Q T , we need to ensure thatT
we pick a large enough set of quartets so that it contains all of R , and yet not tooT
large that it contains any invalid quartet splits. Surprisingly, obtaining such a set Q

Ž .is quite easy once the sequences are long enough , and we describe a greedy
approach which accomplishes this task. We will also show that the greedy approach
can be implemented very efficiently, so that not too many calls to the DCTC
algorithm need to be made in order to reconstruct the tree, and analyze the

Ž .sequence length needed for the greedy approach to succeed with 1yo 1 probabil-
ity.

We now describe how this is accomplished.

w xDefinition 2. Q , and the width of a quartet . The width of a quartet i, j, k, l isw
defined to be the maximum of hi j, hik, hil, h jk, h jl, hk l, where hi j denotes the

Ž .dissimilarity score between sequences i and j see Section 2 . For each quartet
whose width is at most w, compute all feasible splits on that quartet using the
four-point method. Q is defined to be the set of all such reconstructed splits.w

ŽWe note that we could also compute the split for a given quartet of sequences in
any number of ways, including maximum likelihood estimation, parsimony, etc., but

.we will not explore these options in this paper.
For large enough values of w, Q will with high probability contain invalidw

Ž .quartet splits unless the sequences are very long , while for very small values of w,
ŽQ will with high probability only contain valid quartet splits unless the sequencesw

.are very short . Since our objective is a set of quartet splits Q such that R :Q;T
Ž .Q T , what we need is a set Q such that Q contains only valid quartet splits, andw w

yet w is large enough so that all representative quartets are contained in Q asw
well.
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We define sets

AAs wg hi j : 1F i , jFn : R :Q , 12� 4 Ž .� 4T w

and
BBs wg hi j : 1F i , jFn : Q :Q T . 13� 4 Ž . Ž .� 4w

Ž .In other words, AA is the set of widths w drawn from the set of dissimilarity scores
which equal to exceed the largest width of any representative quartet, and BB is the

Ž .set of widths drawn from the same set such that all quartet splits of that
dissimilarity score are correctly analyzed by the Four-Point Method.

It is clear that BB is an initial segment in the list of widths, and that AA is a final
Ž .segment these segments can be empty . It is easy to see that if wgAAlBB, then

Ž .DCTC Q sT. Thus, if the sequences are long enough, we can apply DCTC tow
Ž 2 .each of the O n sets Q of splits, and hence reconstruct the tree properly.w

However, the sequences may not be long enough to ensure that such a w exists;
i.e., AAlBBsB is possible! Consequently, we will require that AAlBB/B, and

Žstate this requirement as an hypothesis later, we will show in Theorem 9 that this
.hypothesis holds with high probability for sufficiently long sequences ,

AAlBB/B. 14Ž .
When this hypothesis holds, we clearly have a polynomial time algorithm, but we

can also show that the DCTC algorithm enables a binary search approach over the
Ž 2 .realized widths values, so that instead of O n calls to the DCTC algorithm, we

Ž .will have only O log n such calls.
Ž .Recall that DCTC Q is either a tree T , Inconsistent, or Insufficient.w

v Insufficient. This indicates that w is too small, because not all representative
quartet splits are present, and we should increase w.

v Tree output. If this happens, the quartets are consistent with a unique tree,
and that tree is returned.

v Inconsistent. This indicates that the quartet splits are incompatible, so that no
tree exists which is consistent with each of the constraints. In this case, we
have computed the split of at least one quartet incorrectly. This indicates that
w is too large, and we should decrease w.

If not all representative quartets are inferred correctly, then every set Q willw
be either insufficient or inconsistent with T , perhaps consistent with a different
tree. In this case the sequences are too short for the DCM to reconstruct a tree
accurately.

We summarize our discussion as follows:

Dyadic Closure Method.

ŽStep 1. Compute the distance matrices d and h recall that d is the matrix of
corrected empirical distances, and h is the matrix of normalized Hamming dis-

.tances, i.e., the dissimilarity score .

� i j4 Ž .Step 2. Do a binary search as follows: for wg h , determine Q . If DCTC Qw w
sT , for some tree T , then Return T. If DCTC returns Inconsistent, then w is too
large; decrease w. If DCTC returns Insufficient, then w is too small; increase w.
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Step 3. If for all w, DCTC applied to Q returns Insufficient or Inconsistent, thenw
Return Fail.

We now show that this method accurately reconstructs the tree T if AAlBB/B
w Ž . xi.e., if hypothesis 14 holds .

Theorem 7. Let T be a fixed binary tree. The Dyadic Closure Method returns T if
Ž . Ž 5 .hypothesis 14 holds, and runs in O n log n time on any input.

Proof. If wgAAlBB, then DCTC applied to Q returns the correct tree T byw
Ž .Theorem 6. Hypothesis 14 implies that AAlBB/B, hence the Dyadic Closure

Method returns a tree if it examines any width in that intersection; hence, we need
only prove that DCM either examines a width in that intersection, or else
reconstructs the correct tree for some other width. This follows directly from
Theorem 6.

The running time analysis is easy. Since we do a binary search, the DCTC
Ž .algorithm is called at most O log n times. The dyadic closure phase of the DCTC

Ž 5. Ž .algorithm costs O n time, by Lemma 5, and reconstructing the tree T from cl Q
Ž 5.uses at most O n time using standard techniques. B

Note that we have only guaranteed performance for DCM when AAlBB/B;
indeed, when AAlBBsB, we have no guarantee that DCM will return the correct
tree. In the following section, we discuss the ramifications of this requirement for
accuracy, and show that the sequence length needed to guarantee that AAlBB/B
with high probability is actually not very large.

6. PERFORMANCE OF DYADIC CLOSURE METHOD FOR TREE

RECONSTRUCTION UNDER THE NEYMAN 2-STATE MODEL

In this section we analyze the performance of a distance-based application of DCM
to reconstruct trees under the Neyman 2-state model under two standard distribu-
tions.

6.1. Analysis of the Dyadic Closure Method

Our analysis of the Dyadic Closure Method has two parts. In the first part, we
Ž .establish the probability that the estimation using the Four-Point Method of the

split induced by a given quartet is correct. In the second part, we establish the
probability that the greedy method we use contains all short quartets but no
incorrectly analyzed quartet.

Our analysis of the performance of the DCM method depends heavily on the
following two lemmas:

w w xx Ž .Lemma 4 Azuma]Hoeffding inequality, see 3 . Suppose Xs X , X , . . . , X1 2 k
are independent random ¨ariables taking ¨alues in any set S, and L: Sk ªR is any

< Ž . Ž . <function that satisfies the condition: L u yL v F t whene¨er u and v differ at just
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one coordinate. Then,

l2

P L X yE L X Gl Fexp y ,Ž . Ž . 2ž /2 t k

l2

P L X yE L X Fyl Fexp y . BŽ . Ž . 2ž /2 t k

Ž . Ž X. <We define the standard L metric on distance matrices, L d, d smax d` ` i j i j
X <yd . The following discussion relies upon definitions and notations fromi j

Section 2.

Lemma 5. Let T be an edge weighted binary tree with four lea¨es i, j, k, l, let D be the
additï e distance matrix on these four lea¨es defined by T , and let x be the weight on
the single internal edge in T. Let d be an arbitrary distance matrix on the four lea¨es.

Ž .Then the Four-Point Method infers the split induced by T from d if L d, D -xr2.`

Ž . <Proof. Suppose that L d, D -xr2, and assume that T has the valid split ij kl.`

<Note that the four-point method will return a single quartet, split ij kl if and only if
� 4 <d qd -min d qd , d qd . Note that since ij kl is a valid quartet split ini j k l ik jl i l jk

Ž .T , D qD q2 xsD qD sD qD . Since L d, D -xr2, it follows thati j k l ik jl i l jk `

d qd -D qD qx ,i j k l i j k l

d qd )D qD yx ,i k jl i k jl

and

d qd )D qD yx ,i l jk i l jk

Ž .with the consequence that d qd is the unique smallest of the three pairwisei j k l
sums. B

Recall that DCM applied to the Neyman 2-state model computes quartet splits
Ž .using the four-point method FPM .

Theorem 8. Assume that z is a lower bound for the transition probability of any edge
of a tree T in the Neyman 2-state model, yGmax Ei j is an upper bound on the
compound changing probability o¨er all ij paths in a quartet q of T. The probability that
FPM fails to return the correct quartet split on q from k sites is at most

2 2'y 1y 1y2 z 1y2 y kŽ .Ž .
18 exp . 15Ž .

8

Ž .Proof. First observe from formula 1 that z is also a lower bound for the
compound changing probability for the path connecting any two vertices of T. We
know that FPM returns the appropriate subtree given the additive distances D ;i j

1< < Ž .furthermore, if d yD Fy log 1y2 z for all i, j, then FPM also returns thei j i j 4
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appropriate subtree on all ijkl, by Lemma 5. Consequently,
1< <w xP FPM errs FP ' i , j: D yd )y log 1y2 z . 16Ž . Ž .i j i j 4

Ž .Hence by 16 , we have
1< <w xP FPM errs F P D yd )y log 1y2 z . 17Ž . Ž .Ý i j i j 4

ij

Ž .For convenience, we drop the subscripts when we analyze the events in 17 and
just write D and d; we write p for the corresponding transition probability Ei j and
p for the relative frequency hi j. By simple algebra,ˆ

1 1y2 p
< <Dyd s log , if p-p , 18Ž .ˆ

2 1y2 p̂

1 1y2 p̂
< <Dyd s log , if pGp. 19Ž .ˆ

2 1y2 p

Now we consider the probability that the Four-Point Method fails, i.e., the event
Ž . Ž . w xestimated in 17 . If pGp, then formula 19 applies, so that P FPM errs isˆ

algebraically equivalent to
y1r21pypG 1y2 z y1 1y2 p . 20Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ 2

This can then be analyzed using Lemma 4. The other case is where p-p. In thisˆ
Ž . w xcase, formula 18 applies, and P FPM errs is algebraically equivalent to

pyp 1ˆ y1r2G 1y2 z y1 . 21Ž . Ž .
1y2 p 2ˆ

Ž .Select an arbitrary positive number e . Then pypG 1y2 p e with probabilityˆ
22ye 1y2 p kŽ .

exp , 22Ž .
2

Ž .by Lemma 4. If pyp- 1y2 p e , thenˆ
1 1 1 1

- s .
1y2 p 1y2 p y2e 1y2 p 1y2 p 1y2eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ

Hence

pyp 1ˆ y1r2
P G 1y2 z y1Ž .

1y2 p 2ˆ
22pyp 1 ye 1y2 p kŽ .ˆ y1r2FP G 1y2 z y1 qexpŽ .

1y2 p 1y2e 2 2Ž . Ž .
22ye 1y2 p kŽ .

Fexp 23Ž .
2

22 2 y1r2y 1y2 p 1y2e 1y2 z y1 kŽ . Ž . Ž .
qexp . 24Ž .

8
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1 1r2Ž .w Ž . x Ž .Note that es 1y 1y2 z is the optimal choice. Formulae 22]24 con-2
Ž . Ž .tribute each the same exponential expression to the error, and 16 or 17

multiplies it by 6, due to the six pairs in the summation. B

This allows us to state our main result. First, recall the definition of depth from
Section 2.

Theorem 9. Suppose k sites e¨ol̈ e under the Neyman 2-state model on a binary tree
Ž . w xT , so that for all edges e, p e g f , g , where we allow f , g to be functions of n. Then

Ž .the dyadic closure method reconstructs T with probability 1yo 1 , if

c ? log n
k) , 25Ž .2 Ž .4 depth T q6'1y 1y2 f 1y2 gŽ .Ž .

where c is a fixed constant.

Ž . ŽProof. It suffices to show that hypothesis 14 holds. For k evolving sites i.e.,
. �� 4sequences of length k , and t)0, let us define the following two sets, S s i, j :t

i j 4h -0.5yt and

w xn � 4Z s qg : for all i , jgq , i , j gS ,t 2t½ 5ž /4

and the following four events,

AsQ T :Z , 26Ž . Ž .short t

w xn
B sFPM correctly returns the split of the quartet qg , 27Ž .q ž /4

Bs B , 28Ž .F q
qgZt

� 4 i j � 4CsS contains all pairs i , j with E -0.5y3t and no pair i , j2t

with Ei j G0.5yt . 29Ž .

w x w xThus, P AAlBB/B GP AlB . Define

Ž .2 depth T q3
ls 1y2 g . 30Ž . Ž .

We claim that

w x 2 yt 2 k r2P C G1y n yn e , 31Ž . Ž .
and

l
<w xP A C s1, if tF . 32Ž .

6

Ž . i jTo establish 31 , first note that h satisfies the hypothesis of the Azuma]Hoeff-
Ž .ding inequality Lemma 4 with X the sequence of states for site i and ts1rk .i
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Suppose Ei j G .5yt . Then,

i jw x� 4P i , j gS sP h -0.5y2t2t

2i j i j i j i j i j yt k r2w x w xFP h yE F0.5y2tyE FP h yE h Fyt Fe .

n � 4 � 4Since there are at most pairs i, j , the probability that at least one pair i, jž /2

i j n yt 2 k r2with E G0.5yt lies in S is at most e . By a similar argument, the2t ž /2
� 4 i jprobability that S fails to contain a pair i, j with E -0.5y3t is also at most2t

n yt 2 k r2 Ž .e . These two bounds establish 31 .ž /2
Ž . Ž .We now establish 32 . For qgR T and i, jgq, if a path e e ??? e joins leaves1 2 t

Ž . Ž . Ž .i and j, then tF2 depth T q3 by the definition of R T . Using these facts, 1 ,
Ž . i j w Ž . Ž .x Ž .and the bound p e Fg, we obtain E s0.5 1y 1y2 p ??? 1y2 p F0.5 1yl .1 t
i j Ž . � 4Consequently, E -0.5y3t by assumption that tFlr6 and so i, j gS once2t

we condition on the occurrence of event C. This holds for all i, jgq, so by
Ž .definition of Z we have qgZ . This establishes 32 .t t

Define a set,

w xn i jXs qg : max E : i , jgq -0.5yt ,� 4½ 5ž /4

Ž .note that X is not a random variable, while Z , S are . Now, for qgX, thet t

Ž .induced subtree in T has mutation probability at least f n on its central edge, and
� i j 4mutation probability of no more than max E : i, jgq -0.5yt on any pendant

edge. Then, by Theorem 8 we have

2 2'y 1y 1y2 f t kŽ .
P B G1y18 exp . 33Ž .q 8

whenever qgX. Also, the occurrence of event C implies that

Z :X , 34Ž .t

Ž . i jsince if qgZ , and i, jgq, then i, jgS , and then by event C , E -0.5yt ,t 2t

hence qgX. Thus, since BsF B , we haveq g Z qt

w xP BlC sP B lC GP B lC ,F Fq qž /ž /
qgZ qgXt

Ž .where the second inequality follows from 34 , as this shows that when C occurs,
F B =F B . Invoking the Bonferonni inequality, we deduce thatq g Z q q g X qt

w x w xP BlC G1y P B yP C . 35Ž .Ý q
qgX

Thus, from above,

w x w x w xP AlB GP AlBlC sP BlC ,
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Ž w < x . Ž . Ž .since P A C s1 , and so, by 33 and 35 ,

2 2'y 1y 1y2 f t kŽ . 2n 2 yt k r2w xP AlB G1y18 exp y n yn e .Ž .ž /4 8

Ž .Formula 25 follows by an easy calculation. B

6.2. Distributions on Trees

In the previous section we provided an upper bound on the sequence length that
suffices for the Dyadic Closure Method to achieve an accurate estimation with high
probability, and this upper bound depends critically upon the depth of the tree. In
this section, we determine the depth of a random tree under two simple models of
random binary trees.

These models are the uniform model, in which each tree has the same probabil-
w x Žity, and the Yule]Harding model, studied in 2, 8, 27 the definition of this model is

.given later in this section . This distribution is based upon a simple model of
speciation, and results in ‘‘bushier’’ trees than the uniform model. The following
results are needed to analyze the performance of our method on random binary
trees.

Theorem 10.

( )i For a random semilabeled binary tree T with n lea¨es under the uniform model,
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .depth T F 2qo 1 log log 2n with probability 1yo 1 .2 2

( )ii For a random semilabeled binary tree T with n lea¨es under the Yule]Harding
Ž . Ž Ž ..distribution, after suppressing the root, depth T s 1qo 1 log log n with2 2

Ž .probability 1yo 1 .

Proof. This proof relies upon the definition of an edi-subtree, which we now
Ž . Ž .define. If a, b is an edge of a tree T , and we delete the edge a, b but not the

endpoints a or b, then we create two subtrees, one containing the node a and one
Ž .containing the node b. By rooting each of these subtrees at a or b , we obtain an

edge-deletion induced subtree, or ‘‘edi-subtree.’’
Ž .We now establish i . Recall that the number of all semilabeled binary trees is

Ž . Ž . t2ny5 !! Now there is a unique unlabeled binary tree F on 2 q1 leaves with
the following description: one endpoint of an edge is identified with the degree 2
root of a complete binary tree with 2 t leaves. The number of semilabeled binary

Ž t . 2 ty1trees whose underlying topology is F is 2 q1 !r2 . This is fairly easy to check
and this also follows from Burnside’s lemma as applied to the action of the

w xsymmetric group on trees, as was first observed by 32 in this context. A rooted
semilabeled binary forest is a forest on n labeled leaves, m trees, such that every
tree is either a single leaf or a binary tree which is rooted at a vertex of degree 2. It

w xwas proved by Carter et al. 11 that the number of rooted semilabeled binary
forests is

2nymy1N n , m s 2ny2my1 !!.Ž . Ž .ž /my1
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Now we apply the probabilistic method. We want to set a number t large enough,
such that the total number of edi-subtrees of depth at least t in the set of all

ŽŽ . .semilabeled binary trees on n vertices is o 2ny5 !! . The theorem then follows
Ž Ž .. Ž .for this number t. We show that some ts 2qo 1 log log 2n suffices. We2 2

count ordered pairs in two ways, as usual: Let E denote the number of edi-sub-t
Žtrees of depth at least t edi-subtrees induced by internal edges and leaf edges

.combined counted over of all semilabeled trees. Then E is equal to the numbert
of ways to construct a rooted semilabeled binary forest on n leaves of 2 t q1 trees,

t Žthen use the 2 q1 trees as leaf set to create all F-shaped semilabeled trees as
.described above , with finally attaching the leaves of F to the roots of the elements

ŽŽ t . 2 ty1 . Ž t .of the forest. Then E s 2 q1 !r2 N n, 2 q1 . Hence everything boils downt
to finding a t for which

2 t q1 ! tŽ . 2ny2 y2 tq12ny2 y3 !!so 2ny5 !! .Ž . Ž .Ž .t t2 y1 ž /22
Ž . Ž .Clearly ts 2qd log log 2n suffices.2 2

Ž .We now consider ii . First we describe the proof for the usual rooted
Yule]Harding trees. These trees are defined by the following construction proce-
dure. Make a random permutation p , p , . . . , p of the n leaves, and join p and1 2 n 1
p by edges t a root R of degree 2. Add each of the remaining leaves sequentially,2

Ž .by randomly with the uniform probability selecting an edge incident to a leaf in
the tree already constructed, subdividing the edge, and make p adjacent to thei
newly introduced node. For the depth of a Yule]Harding tree, consider the

Ž .following recursive labeling of the edges of the tree. Call the edge p R for is1, 2i
Ž .‘‘i new.’’ When p is added iG3 by insertion into an edge with label ‘‘ j new,’’ wei

given label ‘‘i new’’ to the leaf edge added, give label ‘‘ j new’’ to the leaf part of the
subdivided edge, and turn the label ‘‘ j new’’ into ‘‘ j old’’ on the other part of the
subdivided edge. Clearly, after l insertions, all numbers 1, 2, . . . , l occur exactly
once with label new, in each occasion labeling leaf edges. The following which may
help in understanding the labeling: edges with ‘‘old’’ label are exactly the internal
edges and j is the smallest label in the subtree separated by an edge labeled
‘‘ j old’’ from the root R, any time during the labeling procedure.

We now derive an upper bound for the probability that an edi-subtree of depth
d develops. If it happens, then a leaf edge inserted at some point has to grow a
deep edi-subtree on one side. Let us denote by T R the rooted random tree that wei
already obtained with i leaves. Consider the probability that the most recently
inserted edge i new ever defines an edi-subtree with depth d. Such an event can
happen in two ways: this edi-subtree may emerge on the leaf side of the edge or on

Ž .the tree side of the edge these sides are defined when the edge is created . Let us
w < R x w < R xdenote these probabilities by P i, OUT T and P i, IN T , since these probabili-i i

Žties may depend on the shape of the tree already obtained and, in fact, the second
R.probability does so depend on the shape of T . We estimate these quantities withi

tree-independent quantities.
For the moment, take for granted the following inequalities,

R R< <P i , OUT T FP i , IN T , 36Ž .i i

R<P i , IN T Fe d , n , 37Ž . Ž .i
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Ž .for some function e d, n defined below. Clearly,

n
R R R R< <w xP ' depth d edi-subtree F P i , OUT T P T qP i , IN T P T ,Ý Ý i i i i

Ris1 Ti

38Ž .

Ž . Ž . Ž .and using 36 and 37 , 38 simplifies to

w xP ' depth d edi-subtree F2ne d , n . 39Ž . Ž .

Ž .We now find an appropriate e d, n .
For convenience we assume that 2 s sny2, since it simplifies the calculations.

Set ks2 dy1 y1, it is clear that at least k properly placed insertions are needed to
make the current edge ‘‘i new’’ have depth d on its tree side. Indeed, p wasi
inserted into a leaf edge labeled ‘‘ j new’’ and one side of this leaf edge is still a
leaf, which has to develop into depth dy1, and this development requires at least
k new leaf insertions.

Focus now entirely on the k insertions that change ‘‘ j new’’ into an edi-subtree
of depth dy1. Rank these insertions by 1, 2, . . . , k in order, and denote by 0 the
original ‘‘ j new’’ leaf edge. Then any insertion ranked iG1 may go into one of
those ranked 0, 1, . . . , iy1. Call the function which tells for is1, 2, . . . , k, which
depth i is inserted into, a core. Clearly, the number of cores is at most k k.

We now estimate the probability that a fixed core emerges. For any fixed
i - i - ??? - i , the probability that inserting p will make the insertion enumer-1 2 k i j

ated under depth j, for all js1, 2, . . . , k, is at most

1 1 1
? ??? ,

i y1 i y1 i y11 2 k

by independence. Summarizing our observations,

1 1 1
R k k<P i , IN T Fk s , , . . . ,i nyi ž /i iq1 ny1

1 1 1
k kFk s , , . . . , , 40Ž .ny2 ž /2 3 ny1

where s k is the symmetric polynomial of m variables of degree k. We setm
1 1 1kŽ . Ž . Ž .e n, d s s , , . . . , . To estimate 40 , observe that any term inny2 2 3 n y 1

1 1 1k Ž .s , , . . . , can be described as having exactly a reciprocals of integersny2 i2 3 n y 1
Ž yŽ iq1. yi xsubstituted from the interval 2 , 2 . The point is that those reciprocals differ

little in each of those intervals, and hence a close estimate is possible. A generic
term of s k as described above is estimated from above byny2

2yŽ1?a1q2 ?a2q ? ? ? qŽ sy1.asy 1. . 41Ž .
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Ž .Hence e n, d is at most

2 4 8 sy12 yŽ1?a q2 ?a q ? ? ? qŽ sy1.a .1 2 sy1??? 2 , 42Ž .Ý a a až / ž / ž / až /1 2 3 sy1a qa q ??? qa sk1 2 sy1
ia F2i

Ž .by 41 . Since

i 12 yi ai2 F ,až /i a !i

Ž .42 is less than or equal

1
. 43Ž .Ý a !a ! ??? a !1 2 sy1a qa q ??? qa sk1 2 sy1

ia F2i

Ž .Observe that the number of terms in 43 is at most the number of compositions of
k into sy1 terms,

kqsy2 .ž /sy2

Ž i.The product of factorials is minimized irrespective of a F2 if all a s are takeni i
1qd Ž .equal. Hence, setting kss for any fixed d)0, 43 is at most

sy2kqsy2 kŽ .
k! ,ž /ž /ž /sy2 ! sy1Ž .

and hence

sy2kqsy2 kŽ .
k k yc log n log log ne n , d Fk ! Fn ,Ž . ž /ž /ž /sy2 ! sy1Ž .

Ž . Žand 39 goes to zero. For the depth d, our calculation yields 1qdq
Ž .. Ž .o 1 log log n with probability 1yo 1 .2 2

Ž .We leave the establishment of 36 to the reader. Now, to obtain a similar result
for unrooted Yule]Harding trees, just repeat the argument above, but use the
unrooted T instead of the rooted T R. The probability of any T is the sum ofi i i
probabilities of 2 iy3 rooted T Rs, since the root could have been on every edge ofi

Ž . w < x Ž . Ž .T . Hence formula 37 has to be changed for P i, IN T F 2ny3 e d, n . Withi i
this change the same proof goes through, and the threshold does not change. B

6.3. The Performance of Dyadic Closure Method and Two Other Distance Methods

for Inferring Trees in the Neyman 2-State Model

In this section we describe the convergence rate for the DCM method, and
compare it briefly to the rates for two other distance-based methods, the Agarwala

w xet al. 3-approximation algorithm 1 for the L nearest tree, and neighbor-joining`
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w x40 . We make the natural assumption that all methods use the same corrected
empirical distances from Neyman 2-state model trees.

The neighbor-joining method is perhaps the most popular distance-based method
Ž w xused in phylogenetic reconstruction, and in many simulation studies see 33, 34, 41

.for an entry into this literature it seems to outperform other popular distance
w xbased methods. The Agarwala et al. algorithm 1 is a distance-based method which

provides a 3-approximation to the L nearest tree problem, so that it is one of the`

few methods which provide a provable performance guarantee with respect to any
relevant optimization criterion. Thus, these two methods are two of the most
promising distance-based methods against which to compare our method. Both
these methods use polynomial time.

w xIn 23 , Farach and Kannan analyzed the performance of the 3-approximation
algorithm with respect to tree reconstruction in the Neyman 2-state model, and
proved that the Agarwala et al. algorithm converged quickly for the ¨ariational

Ž . w xdistance a related but different concern . Recently, Kannan 35 extended the
Ž .analysis and obtained the following counterpart to 25 : If T is a Neyman 2-state

w x Xmodel tree with mutation rates in the range f , g , and if sequences of length k
are generated on this tree, where

cX
? log n

Xk ) , 44Ž .Ž .2 diam T2f 1y2 gŽ .

X Ž .for an appropriate constant c , and were diam T denotes the ‘‘diameter’’ of T ,
Ž .then with probability 1yo 1 the result of applying Agarwala et al. to corrected

w xdistances will be a tree with the same topology as the model tree. In 5 , Atteson
proved an identical statement for neighbor-joining, though with a different con-

Žstant the proved constant for neighbor-joining is smaller than the proved constant
.for the Agarwala et al. algorithm .

Ž .Comparing this formula to 25 , we note that the comparison of depth and
2 2Ž . Ž .'diameter is the issue, since 1y 1y2 f sQ f for small f. It is easy to see

Ž . Ž .that diam T G2 depth T for binary trees T , but the diameter of a tree can in fact
Ž .be quite large up to ny1 , while the depth is never more than log n. Thus, for

every fixed range of mutation probabilities, the sequence length that suffices to
guarantee accuracy for the neighbor-joining or Agarwala et al. algorithms can be

Ž .quite large i.e., it can grow exponentially in the number of leaves , while the
sequence length that suffices for the Dyadic Closure Method will never grow more

w xthan polynomially. See also 20, 21, 39 for further studies on the sequence length
requirements of these methods.

The following table summarizes the worst case analysis of the sequence length
that suffices for the dyadic closure method to obtain an accurate estimation of the
tree, for a fixed and a variable range of mutation probabilities. We express these

Ž .sequence lengths as functions of the number n of leaves, and use results from 25
Žand Section 6.2 on the depth of random binary trees. ‘‘Best case’’ respectively,

. Ž .‘‘worst case’’ trees refers to best case respectively worst case shape with respect
to the sequence length needed to recover the tree as a function of the number n of
leaves. Best case trees for DCM are those whose depth is small with respect to the
number of leaves; these are the caterpillar trees, i.e., trees which are formed by
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TABLE 1 Sequence Length Needed by Dyadic Closure Method to Return Trees under the
Neyman 2-State Model

Range of Mutation Probabilities on Edges:

w xf , g 1 log log n
f , g are constants ,

log n log n

Worst case trees polynomial polylog
Best case trees logarithmic polylog

Ž .Random uniform trees polylog polylog
Ž .Random Yule]Harding trees polylog polylog

attaching n leaves to a long path. Worst case trees for DCM are those trees whose
depth is large with respect to the number of leaves; these are the complete binary
trees. All trees are assumed to be binary.

One has to keep in mind that comparison of performance guarantees for
algorithms do not substitute for comparison of performances. Unfortunately, no
analysis is available yet on the performance of the Agarwala et al. and neighbor-
joining algorithms on random trees, therefore we had to use their worst case
estimates also for the case of random leaves.

7. SUMMARY

We have provided upper and lower bounds on the sequence length k for accurate
tree reconstruction, and have shown that in certain cases these two bounds are
surprisingly close in their order of growth with n. It is quite possible that even
better upper bounds could be obtained by a tighter analysis of our DCM approach,
or perhaps by analyzing other methods.

Our results may provide a nice analytical explanation for some of the surprising
Ž w x.results of recent simulation studies see, for example, 30 which found that trees

on hundreds of species could be accurately reconstructed from sequences of only a
few thousand sites long. For molecular biology the results of this paper may be
viewed, optimistically, as suggesting that large trees can be reconstructed accu-
rately from realistic length sequences. Nevertheless, some caution is required, since
the evolution of real sequences will only be approximately described by these
models, and the presence of very short andror very long edges will call for longer
sequence lengths.
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HOW TO SPLIT ANTICHAINS IN INFINITE POSETS*P�ETER L. ERD}OS, LAJOS SOUKUPReceived May 17, 2005A maximal antichain A of poset P splits if and only if there is a set B � A such thatfor each p 2 P either b � p for some b 2 B or p � c for some c 2 A nB. The poset P iscut-free if and only if there are no x < y < z in P such that [x;z]P = [x;y]P [ [y;z]P .By [1] every maximal antichain in a �nite cut-free poset splits. Although this statementfor in�nite posets fails (see [2])) we prove here that if a maximal antichain in a cut-freeposet \resembles" to a �nite set then it splits. We also show that a version of this theoremis just equivalent to Axiom of Choice.We also investigate possible strengthening of the statements that \A does not split"and we could �nd a maximal strengthening.1. IntroductionGiven a poset P=(P;<) and subset A�P we de�ne the upset A" and thedownset A# of A as follows:A" = fp 2 P : 9a 2 A a �P pgand A# = fp 2 P : 9a 2 A p �P ag:An antichain in P is a set of pairwise incomparable elements. If A is amaximal antichain in P then clearly P =A" [A#. We say that A splits ifMathematics Subject Classi�cation (2000): . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (please �ll in!)* This work was supported, in part, by Hungarian NSF, under contract Nos. T37846,T34702, T37758, AT 048 826, NK 62321. The second author was also supported by BolyaiGrant.



2 P�ETER L. ERD}OS, LAJOS SOUKUPthere is B�A such that P =B"[(AnB)#. Some maximal antichain may splitin a trivial way: e.g. P =A". Some antichains can not split for the followingtrivial reason: there are x;y;z 2P such that x<P y <P z and y is the onlyelement in the antichain which is comparable to x or z.Let us remark that the splitting property can be considered as a gener-alization of property-B; for an explanation see [7].You can not expect an \easy" characterization of the maximal antichainsin �nite posets which splits because this question is NP-complete, see [1].However in the same paper it was also shown that if a �nite poset P has aproperty which is just a bit stronger than the lack of above type obstaclepoints y then every maximal antichain of P splits. To recall that result weshould introduce some new notions.An element y2P is called cutting point if and only if there are x;z 2Psuch that x<P y<P z and [x;z]=[x;y][[y;z]. (The interval [x;z]=f8y2P :x�y�zg.) We say that P is cut-free if there is no cutting point in it. (Thisproperty was called dense, see e.g. [1], but the current wording seems to bemore adequate.)Theorem 1.1 ([1, Theorem 3.1]). Let P be a �nite cut-free poset. Thenevery maximal antichain A splits.This result yields immediately following question: what about in�niteposets?Ahlswede and Khachatrian showed ([2]) that the plain generalizationof Theorem 1.1 for in�nite posets fails: the �nite-subset-lattice 
[!]<! ;��,which is cut-free, contains an in�nite antichain which does not split.In Section 2 we prove Theorem 2.7 saying that if a maximal antichain ofan in�nite poset satis�es some extra assumptions than it splits. This resultyield that if a maximal antichain of a cut-free poset \resembles" a �niteantichain then it splits (see Theorem 2.10).On the other hand, in Section 3 we show that that the non-splitting be-havior of the poset 
[!]<! ;�� is not exceptional: if an in�nite poset is richenough in elements then it should contain non-splitting antichains, see The-orem 3.6. Let us recall that Ahlswede and Khachatrian use number theoryin [2] to construct a non-splitting antichain; our proof is purely combinato-rial. Besides this result in Section 3 we also investigate possible strengthen-ing of the statements that \A does not split". To formulate these results weintroduce the following notation. If P is a poset and A� P is a maximalantichain putS(A) = fhB;Ci : B � A;C � A;P = B" [C#g:



HOW TO SPLIT ANTICHAINS IN INFINITE POSETS 3Clearly A splits if and only if there is hB;Ci 2S(A) with B\C = ;. Themaximal strengthening of the above mention result of Ahlswede and Khacha-trian would be a cut-free poset P and a maximal antichain A � P withS(P ) = fhA;Aig, but Corollary 3.3 says that this is not possible. In Theo-rem 3.8 we show that Theorem 3.6 is the maximal possible strengthening.Quite surprisingly, the technique we developed to construct non-splittingantichain can be used to build splitting antichains as well, see Theorem 3.9.Our notation is standard. Put Al=A#[A". If x2P write x" for fxg",x# for fxg# and xl for fxgl. If A�P and P is not clear form the contextwe write A"P for A", and A#P for A#. On the poset P we always think theposet P=(P;<). 2. Positive theoremsDe�nition 2.1. Let P be a poset and A � P be a maximal antichain.An element x 2 A# nA is high if and only if there is no y 2 x" \A# withy" \A $ x" \A. An element z 2 A" nA is low if and only if there is nov2z#\A" with v#\A$z#\A.Lemma 2.2. If P is a poset, A � P is a maximal antichain which doesnot contain cutting points, x 2 A# nA is high and z 2 A" nA is low thenj[x;z]\Aj 6=1.Proof. Assume on the contrary that [x;z]\A=fyg. Since y is not a cuttingpoint there is u2 [x;z] such that y and u are incomparable. By the indirectassumption we have u =2 A. If u 2 A" then u# \A� (z# \A) n fyg, i.e. z isnot low. Hence u2A#. But then u"\A� (x"\A)nfyg, i.e. x is not high.Contradiction.De�nition 2.3. Given a family A�P(X) a well-ordering � of X is calledmaximizing well-ordering for A if and only if max�A exists for each A2A.The family A is said to be maximizing if and only if there is a maximizingwell-ordering for A.For example, the family [X]<! is clearly maximizing because any well-ordering of X is maximizing for this family.If A�P(X) and � is a well-ordering of X let MIN(A;�)=fmin�A :A2Ag and MAX(A;�)=fmax�A :A2A and max�A existsg.In [9] Klim�o gave a characterization of maximizing families. Although heused a di�erent terminology we can formulate his result as follows:



4 P�ETER L. ERD}OS, LAJOS SOUKUPTheorem 2.4 ([9, Theorem 7]). A�P(X) is a maximizing family if andonly if there is a function f :A!X such that f(A)2A for each A2A andthere is no sequence hAi : i<!i in A such that f(Ai) 6=f(Ai+1)2Ai for eachi<! and the set fAi : i<!g is in�nite.De�nition 2.5. Given a family A � P(X) a set Y � X is called a pointcover if and only if A\Y 6=; for each A2A. Y is a minimal point cover ifand only if it is a point cover but no proper subset of Y is a point cover.The following lemma gives us a method to construct splits of certainantichains in certain posets.Lemma 2.6. Let P be a poset and A�P be a maximal antichain. Assumethat there are two functions B and B such that(i) B:A" nA!P(A) and ; 6=B(y)�A\y# for each y2A" nA,(ii) B:A# nA!P(A) and ; 6=B(x)�A\x" for each x2A# nA,(iii) jB(y)\B(x)j 6=1 for each x2A# nA and y2A" nAWrite B=fB(x) :x2A# nAg and B=fB(x) :x2A" nAg.(1) If � is a maximizing well-ordering of B thenMIN(B;�)\MAX(B;�)=;,and so A splits.(2) If C�A is a minimal point cover of B then hAnC;Ci2S(A) and so Asplits.Proof. (1) Indeed, max�B(x)=min�B(y) would imply that B(x)\B(y)=fmax�B(x)g which contradicts to property (iii) in the choice of B and B.Since clearly A#nA�MIN(B;�)# and A"nA�MAX(B;�)" we have thatA splits.(2) Since C is a point cover we have A# nA � C#. To prove the otherproperty assume on the contrary that A"nA 6�(AnC)", i.e. there is y2A"nAsuch that B(y) � C. Pick an arbitrary z 2 B(y). Since C n fzg is not apoint cover of B there is x 2 A# nA such that B(x)\C = fzg. But thenfzg�B(x)\B(y)�B(x)\C=fzg which contradicts (iii).Theorem 2.7. Let P be a poset and A�P be a maximal antichain whichdoes not contain cutting points. Assume that(i) for each y2A" nA there is a low z2A" nA with z�y,(ii) for each x2A# nA there is a high t2A# nA such that x� t,If either(1) the family fx"\A :x is high g is maximizing or(2) the family fx"\A :x is high g has a minimal point cover



HOW TO SPLIT ANTICHAINS IN INFINITE POSETS 5then A splits.Proof. Let L = fy 2 A" nA : y is lowg and H = fx 2 A# nA : x is highg.Let M =A[H[L and let Q be the subordering of P with the underliningset M . Since [x;y]�M for each fx;yg2 [M ]2, (i.e. M is \convex" in P ) theantichain A does not contain cutting points in Q.Since A is clearly a maximal antichain in Q, every element of H is highin Q and every element of L is low. Thus, by Lemma 2.2, we have(1) j[x; y] \Aj 6= 1 for each x 2 H and y 2 L:Let B(x)=x"\A and B(y)=y#\A. We want to apply Lemma 2.6. Properties(i){(ii) are clear. Since B(x)\B(y)=[x;y]\A, property (1) implies that thefunctions B and B satis�es Lemma 2.6.(iii).Since (1) implies Lemma 2.6.(1), and (2) implies Lemma 2.6.(2) hencewe have that A splits in Q: there is B�A such that B"=L and (AnB)#=Hin Q. Since L"=A" nA in P and H#=L# nA in P we have that B"=A" nAand (AnB)#=A# nA in P . Thus B witnesses that A splits.Let us remark the nontrivial fact that condition (1) is stronger than (2):as Klim�o proved in [9] a maximizing family A has a minimal point cover.However we included the statement with proof here because you can get twodi�erent splits for A when fx"\A :x is high g is maximizing: one applyingLemma 2.6.(1) directly and the other by �nding a minimal point cover forfx"\A :x is high g and then applying Lemma 2.6.(2).A poset P = hP;<i is called well-founded (or satis�es the DescendingChain Condition), if there exists no in�nite descending chain: if x1 � x2 �xn� : : : then there exists an integer i such that xi=xj for all j>i.Theorem 2.8. Let P be a well-founded poset and let A be a maximal,cutting point free antichain, such that for every p 2 A# nA there existselement x(p) 2 A# nA with p � a(p) such that a(p)" \A is �nite. Then Asplits.Proof. We want to apply Theorem 2.7. Property (ii) holds by assumptions.Moreover x"\A is �nite for each high elements and so Property (1) holds.The minimal elements of A" nA are all low, hence Property (i) also holds.The next observation provides a very useful tool to manipulate the an-tichain pairs in S(A) of maximal antichains in cut-free posets.Lemma 2.9. Assume that P is a poset, A�P is a maximal antichain, andhB;Ci2S(A). Then for each y2B\C if y is not a cutting point then eitherhB nfyg;Ci2S(A) or hB;C nfygi2S(A).



6 P�ETER L. ERD}OS, LAJOS SOUKUPProof. Assume on the contrary that this is not true, so there are x;z 2Psuch that x < y < z, x =2 (C n fyg)# and z =2 (B n fyg)". Since y is not acutting point, there is t 2 [x;z] such that y and t are incomparable. Thent2(Bnfyg)"[(Cnfyg)#. If y0<t for some y02Bnfyg then y0<z, contradiction.If t<y0 for some y02C nfyg then x<y0, contradiction.Theorem 2.10. Let A be a maximal antichain in the poset P such that Adoes not contain cutting points andj(xl) \Aj < ! for all x 2 P;then A splits.This result is a direct generalization of Theorem 1.1 ([1]). We give heretwo di�erent proofs. However it is not clear yet the complexity of thesemethods to �nd a splitting (at least of the second one) in the case of �nitecut-free posets. It is also a question whether all possible splitting arise alongthe second method.First proof. Consider the poset Q(P )= hS(A);�i where hB;Ci�hB0;C 0iif and only if B�B0 and C�C 0.We want to apply the Zorn lemma to �nd a maximal elements of Q(P ):So let hhB�;C�i :�<�i be an increasing chain in Q(P ). Put B=\fB� :�<�gand C=\fC� :�<�g. Let x2P be arbitrary. Since (xl)\A is �nite there is� <� such that (xl)\B=(xl)\B� and (xl)\C=(xl)\C� . Since x2B"�[C#�we have x2B"[C#. Since x was arbitrary we have hB;Ci 2S(A), and sohB;Ci is the required upper bound of hhB�;C�i :�<�i.Thus the Zorn lemma implies that Q(P ) has a maximal element hB;Ci.But then B\C=; by Lemma 2.9.Second proof. Apply Theorem 2.7. Since (1) and (2) clearly holds we canapply that result to get that A splits.Finally we give one more application of Theorem 2.7: we prove a theoremon the subset lattice of the natural numbers.Let A be a maximal antichain in P(!) and let x 2 (A# nA): DenoteCard(A) the set of the cardinalities present in A, and denote Cardx(A) theset of cardinalities of those elements in A which are comparable to x: Wesay that this x behaves well if jCardx(A)j=! then !2Cardx(A) as well. If,for example, jCard(A)j is �nite, then every element behaves well.Theorem 2.11. Let A be a maximal antichain in P(!): Assume that(2) 8y 2 (A" nA) : [y# \A \ [!]<!] 6= ;;furthermore every element x2A# nA behaves well. Then A splits.



HOW TO SPLIT ANTICHAINS IN INFINITE POSETS 7Proof. Let I =A\ [!]!, F =A\ [!]<! and Q= P(!) n I#. Clearly F is amaximal antichain in Q. Next we show that:Claim 2.12. For each c2(F # nF )\Q there is a high h2Q with c�h.Cardc(F ) is �nite, because c behaves well. Write n=maxCardx(F ). Fixf 2 F \ c" \ [!]n and pick h 2 [!]n�1 with c � h � f . Then h is high in Qbecause it is maximal in (F # nF )\Q.Claim 2.13. For each b 2 F " nF there is a low ` 2Q such that `� b and`#\F is �nite.Indeed, let j=minfjf j :f 2F \b#g, pick f 2b#\F \ [!]j and let `2 [!]j+1with f � `� b. Then ` is minimal in F # nF hence it is low in Q. Moreover`#\F is clearly �nite.Hence we can apply Theorem 2.7 for Q�1 (the dual of poset Q) and Fto yield that F splits in Q: there is G� F such that G" nG= F " nG andF nG#=F #.Then G shows that A splits in P . Indeed, F " =A" because of assump-tion (2). Hence G"=A" in P . On the other hand, if c2A# then either c2Qand so c2(F nG)#, or c"\A\ [!]! 6=; and so c2(AnF )#�(AnG)#.3. Negative theoremsIn this Section we study maximal antichains of countable posets, togetherthe possible structures of non-splitting maximal antichains.To start we give some consequences of Lemma 2.9. At �rst we have:Corollary 3.1. If a maximal antichain A does not split in a cut-free posetP then jB\Cj=! for each hB;Ci2S(A).Which in turns gives a direct generalization of Theorem 1.1:Corollary 3.2. Every �nite maximal antichain splits in every cut-freeposet.We think that in the future Lemma 2.9 will provide the standard proofof Theorem 1.1. Lemma 2.9 also shows that in cut-free posets there are nomaximal antichains A with maximally degenerated S(A):Corollary 3.3. There exits no cut-free poset P such that S(A)=fhA;Aigfor some maximal antichain A�P .



8 P�ETER L. ERD}OS, LAJOS SOUKUPOn the other hand, in Theorem 3.6 below we show that the structure ofS(A) can be quite degenerated: it might happen that every pair in S(A)contains A itself. To formulate this result we need one more de�nition.De�nition 3.4. A poset P is loose if and only if for each x 2 P and F 2[P ]<! if x =2F " then there is y2x" nfxg such that y 62F #[F ".Assume that P is loose and p 2 P . Let F = ;. Then p =2 F " hence bysleaziness there is y2P with y2x" nfxg, i.e. y>x. Thus we have:Remark. A loose poset does not have maximal elements. Especially, it isin�nite.Claim 3.5. 
[!]<! ;�� is loose.Proof. Indeed, if x 2 [!]<! and F is a �nite subset of [!]<! with x =2 F "then let n be a natural number not belonging to x or any set in F; and puty=x[fng. Let f 2F . Then ; 6=f nx=f ny hence y =2F ". Moreover, n2ynfand so y =2F #.Theorem 3.6. Assume that P=hP;�i is a countable, loose poset. Then Pcontains a maximal antichain A such that(i) if hB;Ci2S(A) then B=A,(ii) if A is �nite then \fC :hB;Ci2S(A)g 6=;,(iii) if A is in�nite then so is C for each hB;Ci2S(A),(iv) if P is cut-free then A is in�nite.Proof. Let hpn :n<!i be an enumeration of the elements of P . By inductionon n2! we choose elements xn;yn;zn2P with xn<yn<zn as follows.Let mn =minfm : pm 62 fyi : i < ng"[fyi : i < ng#g. If mn is not de�nedthen the we stop the construction. Assume that mn is de�ned. Since yi<ziwe have pmn =2fyi;zi : i <ng". Furthermore since P is loose there is xn 2Pwith pmn<xn such thatxn =2 fyi; zi : i < ng" [ fyi; zi : i < ng#:Applying the sleaziness of P once more there is yn 2 P with xn < yn suchthat(3) yn =2 fyi; zi : i < ng" [ fyi; zi : i < ng#:Applying the sleaziness of P a third time there is zn2P with yn<zn suchthat(4) zn =2 fyi; zi : i < ng" [ fyi; zi : i < ng#:



HOW TO SPLIT ANTICHAINS IN INFINITE POSETS 9We claim that A=fyn :n<!;yn is de�nedg has the required properties.First observe, that A is an antichain by Property (3).By induction on n we can see that mn�n and so pn2fyi : i<ng"[fyi :i<ng#[yn#, hence the antichain A is maximal.Assume that hB;Ci2S(A). Let n be arbitrary such that mn is de�ned.By Property (4) we have zn 62 fyi : i<ng"[fyi : i<ng#. By Property (3) wehave zn =2fyi : i>ng"[fyi : i>ng#. Since yn<zn we have zn 62A#[(Anfyng)".Thus zn2B"[C# implies then yn2B. Hence B=A. (That is (i) holds.)Since pmn < yn we have pmn =2A". By the choice of mn we have pmn =2fyi; : i<ng"[fyi : i<ng#. Thus pnm 2fyk 2C :k�ng#. Hence fm :xm 2Cgis co�nal in fm : xm is de�nedg. Therefore yn 2C provided that A is �niteand n=maxfn0 :mn0 is de�nedg and so (ii) holds, and C is in�nite providedthat A is in�nite. (That is (iii) holds.) Let's remark that one can prove (iii)by observing that if C would be �nite then Lemma 2.9 and Property (i)together would prove that hB;;i2S(A), a clear contradiction.Properties (ii) and (iii) imply that A does not split. Since, according toCorollary 3.2, �nite antichains split in a cut-free posets we have that A isin�nite provided that P is cut-free. (That is (iv) holds.)Since 
[!]<! ;�� is loose and cut-free, we can apply Theorem 3.6 to getthe following corollary.Corollary 3.7. 
[!]<! ;�� contains a maximal antichain A such that ifhB;Ci2S(A) then A=B and C is in�nite, and so A does not split.This result is a farfetched generalization of the construction given byAhlswede and Khachatrian in [2].The following result shows that even more can be said about maximalantichains A in cut-free posets, where every pair in S(A) contains A itself,showing also that Theorem 3.6 is sharp in a certain sense.Theorem 3.8. Assume that P=hP;�i is a countable, cut-free poset, A�Pis a maximal antichain such that A=B for each hB;Ci2S(A). Then thereis hA;Ci2S(A) with jAnCj=!.Proof. Since hAnfag;Ai =2S(A) we can pick za 2 P such that a < za andza =2(Anfag)" for each a2A.We claim that x"\A is in�nite for each x 2A# nA and this statement�nishes the proof: Indeed, in this case there is C2 [A]! such that j(x"\A)\Cj= j(x"\A)nCj=! for each x2A#nA, and so hA;Ci2S(A) with jAnCj=!.(This is the well-known Bernstein's Lemma [3].)To prove our claim assume on the contrary that B=x"\A is �nite forsome x 2 A# nA. Choose x such that jBj is minimal. Clearly jBj > 0. Let



10 P�ETER L. ERD}OS, LAJOS SOUKUPy 2B be arbitrary. Then x< y < zy and P is cut-free so there is t2 [x;zy ]which is incomparable with y.Now t2A# because a� t would imply a<zy and so a=y for any a2A,but t and y were incomparable. Moreover t" \A � (x" \A) n fyg, whichcontradicts the minimality of the cardinality of x"\A.Till now we used the sleaziness to show that certain antichain can notsplit, or to restrict the structure of S(A). The next theorem shows that thesleaziness can be used even in the other direction: to guarantee the existenceof splitting antichains.Theorem 3.9. Assume that P = hP;�i is a countable poset such that Pand P�1 are loose. Then P contains a maximal antichain A which splits.Proof. Write P = fpn : n<!g. By induction on n we will construct �nitedisjoint subsets Bn and Cn of P such that(i) Bn[Cn is an antichain,(ii) Bn�1�Bn and Cn�1�Cn,(iii) pn�12B"n[C#n.It is enough to show that we can carry out the induction because takingB = [fBn : n 2 !g and C = [fCn : n 2 !g we have that A := B [C is amaximal antichain having the splitting hB;Ci.Let B0 = C0 = ;. Assume that Bn�1 and Cn�1 are constructed. Writep= pn�1. If p2B"n�1[C#n�1 then let Cn=Cn�1 and Bn=Bn�1. So we canassume that p =2B"n�1[C#n�1.Case 1. p =2C"n�1.Then p =2 (Cn�1 [Bn�1)". Since P is loose there is p� q such that q =2(Cn�1[Bn�1)"[(Cn�1[Bn�1)#, i.e. Bn�1[Cn�1[fqg is an antichain. LetCn=Cn�1[fqg and Bn=Bn�1. Then p2 q#�C#n, Bn and Cn are disjointand Bn[Cn is an antichain.Case 2. p =2B#n�1.Then p =2 (Bn�1 [Cn�1)#. Since P�1 is loose there is q � p such thatq =2(Bn�1[Cn�1)#[(Bn�1[Cn�1)", i.e. Cn�1[Bn�1[fqg is an antichain. LetBn=Bn�1[fqg and Cn=Cn�1. Then p2 q"�B"n, Cn and Bn are disjointand Cn[Bn is an antichain.Case 3. p2B#n�1\C"n�1.



HOW TO SPLIT ANTICHAINS IN INFINITE POSETS 11Then there is b2Bn�1 and c2Cn�1 such that c�p�b, i.e. Bn�1[Cn�1is not an antichain. Contradiction, this case is not possible which �nishesthe proof.The maximal antichains in the poset Z of the integer are the singletonsand they clear don't split.Problem 3.10. Is there a countable cut-free poset P which does not con-tain splitting maximal antichains?Consider the following countable, well-founded, cut-free poset. Let theunderlying set of P be !�!. Put hn;mi<P hn0;m0i if and only if n < n0.Then the antichains in P are the sets fng�! for n<!, and fng�! splitsbecause P = fhn; iig# [ fhn; jig"whenever i 6= j. We do not have any characterization of posets having onlysplitting maximal antichains.Till now we were interested the existence of splitting of maximal an-tichains. One can ask, however, how many di�erent splits can be found.Problem 3.11. Fix a cardinal �: Is there a countable cut-free poset Phaving a maximal antichain A such that�P def= jfB : hB;A nBi 2 S(A)gj = �?In general, we do not know the answer. Since jAj is countable 2A canbe considered as a topological space homeomorphic to the !th power of thetwo element discrete topological space 2 = f0;1g, i.e. to the Cantor set.Hence we have the Borel hierarchy on 2A. Since S(A) is a G�-subset of2A�2A hence either S(A) is at most countable or has cardinality 2! by [8,Theorem 11.18(iii)]. The case �=2! is trivial. The case �=1 is also trivial:let P be well-founded and A be the minimal points of P . However the �Pcan be 1 in a less trivial way.Claim 3.12. There is a countable, cut-free poset P and an in�nite maximalantichain A�P such that(i) 8a2A 9x;y2P x<a<y,(ii) jfB�A :hB;AnBi2S(A)gj=1.Proof. Consider the poset Q on Figure 1. The poset Q is cut-free. The setA = fb;cg is a maximal antichain in Q and S(A) = fhb;cig. Let P be thedisjoint union of countable many copies of Q.
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Figure 1. Poset Q4. Some set-theoryIn this section we will use the standard set-theoretical notation throughout,see e.g. [8].The answers to the questions which we investigated in connection withcountable posets in Section 3 does not depend on the actual set-theoreticaluniverse in which we work. The reason is that all the statements can be for-mulated as a �12(a) or �12 (a) formula with some parameter a2!!, and sothey are absolute by Schoen�eld's absoluteness theorem, [8, Theorem 25.20].For example, given a countable poset P and maximal antichain A�P state-ments like \A splits", or \no maximal antichains of P splits", or \everymaximal antichain of P splits" are all absolute: their truth value dependson only P and A and independent of the set-theoretical universe. Same ar-gument gives that although we do not know the answer to the problem 3.10we can expect a yes or no answer in ZFC.The situation changes dramatically if we consider uncountable partiallyordered sets. We will give an example after Proposition 4.3 that given aposet P of size !1 and maximal antichain A�P the statement \A splits"can depend on the set-theoretical universe in which we live. We will also showthat axiom | can be reformulated as a statement on splitting property ofcertain antichains in certain posets, see proposition 4.3.De�nition 4.1. Let L be the set of the countable limit ordinals. We saythat hT� :�2Li is a |-sequence if and only if T��� is co�nal for each �2Land for each X 2 [!1]!1 there is �2L with T� �X. Axiom | holds if andonly if there is a |-sequence.



HOW TO SPLIT ANTICHAINS IN INFINITE POSETS 13It is well-known that axiom | is independent from ZFC: there is a | se-quence in the constructible universe L of G�odel but Martin's Axiom excludesthe existence of such a sequence.De�nition 4.2. Given a sequence T =fT� :�2Lg, where T��� is co�nal,we de�ne the poset Q(T ) as follows. The underlying set of Q(T ) is (f2g�L)[ (2�!1). Let h0;�i � h1; �i if and only if � < �. Let h1; �i� h2;�i if andonly if �2T�. Let �Q(T ) be the partial ordering generated by �.The poset Q(T ) is clearly cut-free.Proposition 4.3. Let T = fT� : � 2 Lg, where T� � � is co�nal. Themaximal antichain A = f1g �!1 splits in Q(T ) if and only if T is not a|-sequence.Proof. If T is not a | sequence then there is X2 [!1]!1 such that T�nX 6=;for each � 2 L. Let B = f1g � (!1 nX) and C = f1g �X. Then for each�2L there is �2!1 nX with �2T� and so h1; �i� h2;�i, i.e. B"�f2g�L.Moreover for each �<!1 there is �2X with �<� and so h0; ��h1;�ii. Thusf0g�!1�C#. Hence B"[C#=Q(T ).Assume now that T is a |-sequence and let hB;Ci 2 S(A). We showthat A nB is countable and C is uncountable. If C � A is countable thenh0;supf� :h1;�i2Cg+1i =2 C#. Assume on the contrary that e.g. A nB isuncountable. Then X = f� : h1; �i =2 Bg 2 [!1]!1 and so there is � 2 Lwith T� � X. Let x = h2;�i. Then A\ x# = f1g � T� and so B \ x# = ;,i.e. x =2 B". Since C# is disjoint to f2g�L we obtain that x =2 B" [C#, acontradiction. Hence the set AnB is countable.Example. Fix a |-sequence T =hT� :�2Li in L. Then, by proposition 4.3,the antichain A=f1g�!1 does not split in Q(T ). It is well-known that thereis a c.c.c generic extension of L in which Martin's Axiom holds, and so axiom| fails, especially T is not a |-sequence. Hence, applying proposition 4.3again we obtain that A splits in this generic extension. Hence the statement\A splits" is not absolute.As we have seen splitting property can be used to formulate an equivalentof axiom |. The next proposition shows that even the Axiom of Choice canbe reformulated in a similar way.Theorem 4.4. (ZF) The Axiom of Choice is equivalent to the statementof Theorem 2.8.Proof. Assume that the statement of Theorem 2.8 holds. Let A=fAi : i2Igbe a family of pairwise disjoint nonempty sets. Without loss of generality



14 P�ETER L. ERD}OS, LAJOS SOUKUPjAij 6=1 for each i2I. We need to show that there is a choice function on A.To do so de�ne the poset R(A)=hR;�Ri as follows:R = I [ �[�Ai : i 2 I	� [ �[�[Ai]2 : i 2 I	� ;(5) �= �ha; ii : i 2 I; a 2 Ai	 [ �hfa; bg; ai : a 2 Ai; b 2 Ai n fag; i 2 I	;(6)and let �R be the partial order generated by �.I i j[fAi : i 2 Ig a ::vvvvvvvvvvv bOO cbbEEEEEEEEEE d <<yyyyyyyyyy eOO f``@@@@@@@@@[f[Ai]2 : i 2 Ig fa; bgOO

;;wwwwwwwwww fa; cgccGGGGGGGGGG

==zzzzzzzzz : : : fd; egOO

==zzzzzzzzz : : : : : :The poset R(A) is well-founded and cut-free. The set A=[fAi : i2 Ig is amaximal antichain in it and jx"\Aj=2 for each x2A# nA=[f[Ai]2 : i2Ig.Hence A splits by theorem 2.8, R=B"[(AnB)# for some B�A. Since I�B"we have B \Ai 6= ; for each i 2 I. On the other hand jAi \Bj � 1. Indeedfb;cg2 [B]2\ [Ai]2 would imply that fb;cg =2 (AnB)#. Hence jB\Aij=1 foreach i 2 I and so we have a choice function f on A: let f(i) = [(Ai \B)for i2I.Let us conclude this Section with a generalization of property \loose" tobigger cardinals. The proofs of the results are very similar to those in the�rst part of Section 3, therefore we leave them to the diligent reader.De�nition 4.5. Given a cardinal �, a poset P is �-loose if and only if foreach x 2 P and F 2 [P ]<� if x =2 F " then there is y 2 x" n fxg such thaty =2F #[F ".Claim 4.6. If � and � cardinal such that � < � or � = � = cf(�) thenD[�]<� ;�E is �-loose.Theorem 4.7. Assume that P= hP;�i is a �-loose poset of cardinality �.Then P contains a maximal antichain A such that(i) if hB;Ci2S(A) then B=A,(ii) cf(jCj)=cf(jAj) for each hB;Ci2S(A).(iii) if P is cut-free then A is in�nite.



HOW TO SPLIT ANTICHAINS IN INFINITE POSETS 15Corollary 4.8. If �<� = � = � then D[�]<� ;�E contains a maximal an-tichain which does not split. In particular,(i) for each in�nite cardinal � the poset 
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